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ABSTRACT

This report exazdnes Ote problem of human error in
merchant marine safety. It is organized into two parts, with
Part I treating the conclusion; and recommendations and Part II
the supportive information and analytic techniques.

The study employs c literature review, a data base
evaluation, job descriptions, casualt, flow diagrams, and an
in-depth survey in Ito overall analysis.

The recommendations are aitoed at developing counter-
measures against human acts of commission or omissi.on that lead
to merchant marine casualties. Recommnudations are. made in 21specific areas.



FOREWORDI i
The Maritime Transportation Research Board (MTRB) has a

continuing program in marchant marine safety. This report on human
error completes a study started in 1971 in which industry, govern-
ment, and labor have cooperated. However, the greatest contribution
to the study was that of the seamen who had the interest and took

I4 the time to respond to the questionnaires and interviews of the study
team.

There is no final solution to the quest for safety in the
U.S. merchant fleet. Continuous evaluation is necessary to meet the
challenges of an ever-changing technology. The problems of merchant
marine 3afety cannot be treated unilaterally by the United States.
International action ic necessary for effective accident prevention.

This study suggests actions for a foundation to a continu-
ing safcty program for the U.S. merchant fleet. Th• MTRB hopes tbhjt
this program will eventually become international.

The members of the Panel on Human Error in Merchant Marine
Safety are to be congratulated for an excellent wtudy. I also wish
to express my appreciation to the staff and the review committees
for their fine work on the report. I am particularly grateful to
the Chairman of the Panel, Mr. Harry D. Margetts, for his long and
ded:,cated service.

J4

iII

R. J. Pfeif er
Chairman

Maritime Transportation
Research Board

June 1976
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PREFACE

Marine casualties and their effects, including loss of life as well
as ecological and cost considerations, are far more serious t:han is realized;
this is especially disturbing since at least 80% of casualti,-) are related to
human error. With increasing numbers of large vesiels being built -- very
large crude carriers (VLCCs) and liquefied natural gas carriers (LNMG), etc.--
early action is required to avoid ths potentially catautrophic results if
present casualty traneu continua. For example, a VLCC loss off the U.S. coast
could cost in the o*h!er of $100,000,000, excluding environmental damage, while

effective countermemours to significantly reduce casualties related to hum"n
error can be developed and implemented at 4 fraction of this cost.

The Panel recognized that in soa- cases ):ecctuendations similar to
our own have already been made and in fact implementation may already be under
way. In thone cases, it is the Panel's intnnt to reinforce that work to en-
sure its prompt and effective completion.

The Panel's reconimendations are directed to the U.S. maritime com-
munity with the hope that the United States will take a position of leadership
by adopting them and striving for similar early international action.

I sincerely appreciate the conscientious contribution made tn this
itudy by all panel members; without their active participation the issues
concerned could not have been adequately addressed.

The level and scope of marine axperience collectively represented
by the Panel was impressive; !.n fact both ps-.thologists, Drs. Bartlett and
Hulbert, had thr, opp'rtunity to make voyages dboard ships to observe marine
operations firsi.-hand. T ani also particularly grateful to the liaison mem-
bers for their knowledge and helpfulness.

We were extremely fortunate ý,.o have a Project Manager who diligently
kept the objective in mind aen ensured that everything necessary was completed
with a high level of competence.

To participate in a study so vital to the maritime comunity has
been rewarding and I sincerely hope that thi? Panel's efforts will contribute
to improving safety at sea.

Barry D. Hargetts

Ohairman
Panel on HIiman Error in

June 1976 Merchant Harine Safety
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PART I

CHAPTEti 1

INTRODUCTION

Prob lem

A Washington Post article on August 7, 1972, said that shipa of the

world's merchant: marine were sinking at the rate of a ship a day. Thin rather
alarming statement was confirmed in Lloyd's Register of Shipping, Statistical
Tables for 1972, which showed that 377 ships of 100, glcoss tons and over were
lost through casualties in 1971. Although the number of vessels lost has de-
clined slightly, according to Lloyd's Statistics (371 in 1972 and 363 in 3.973),

losses still average approximately one per day.

In fiscal year 1974, the U.S. Coact Guard (USCG) reported 199 deaths
and 3,388 merchant marine casualties involvi{ g 5,413 vessels under its jurisdic-
tion. Since 1972, the USCG has recorded a 31% increase in the number of vessels
involved in merchant marine casualties.

The total cost of merchant marine casualties, excluding human lives
lost, has been estimated to exceed $300,000,000 per year for the U.S. ocean-
going merchant fleet alone. This cost is small, however, compared to the
potential for destruction. For instance, in December 1917, the merchant ships
IMO and Mont Blanc collided in Halifax Harbor. Their hazardous cargoes
exploded and eventually laimed the lives of 1,600 people, completely devas-
tating the city of Halifax. By comparison, the San Franwoisco earthquake claimed
452 lives.

The prospects for safe merchant marine operations in the future are
not promising. Projections of trends show that over 75,000 merchant vessels
totaling over 400,000,000 gross tons may be plying the world's trade routes
by 1980. If current tonnage loss ratios continue (0.35%), some 1,400,000 gross
tons of shipping will be lost in 1980.

Perhaps even more distuýýbing is the fact that vessels in hazardous
cargo carriage (tankers, chemical carriers, liquefied natural gas carriers,
etc.) are the fastest growing segment of the world's merchant marine. Tankers
constitute 42% of all steamships and motorships. Large tankers, with their
reduced maneuverability and greater cost associated with their. casualties, are
rapidly becoming a larger percentage of world total tonnage. In 1974, there

! were 419 vessels of 200,000 DWT and over as compared with 293 in 1973. At

the same time, some of the merchant fleets that are growing most rapidly are
those with the least regulation and the poorest safety performance. For in-
stance, Liberia, with the world's largest and fastest growing merchant fleet,
lost 281,931 gross tons in 1973, representing 0.56% of its active tonnage.
This was the poorest performance of the major maritime naticos.

Merchant marine casualties often result from a number of factos
involviiig a series or coubination of events and circumstances. However, in
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most cases, hum•aý., error ur personnei fault is a contributing, if not fundamental,
factor. Accordinrv to Lloyd's Register of Casualty Returns for 1973, the gzeaL-
est nunber of vessel, losses can be traced to groundings, collisions, fires, and
founderIngs, a]l. of which invariably involve human judgment. In 19 72, thy
chaLrmun of the American Hull Insurance Syndicate revealed that 85% of the
Syndicate' 3 claims payments were for human-error casualties. USCG figtzes for
fiscal year 1.974 show that only J 2 of vessels involved in casualties cited
maiterial or mechanic;,. failure as the primary cause. These and oth-r data
point to the overriding importance of human performance in the operiltion of
our mer-chant fleets.

Concern for public safety, the preservation of our environment, and
the, high cost of vesse.l casutIdties make safe merchant marine operations an
important matter.

Background

The Maritime Triansportation Research loard (MTRB) has a continuing
interest in merchant marine safety b-cause of the growing national and inter-

national concern over merchant marine casualties.

In December 1970, a panel of the MTRB published a report entitled
Merchant Marine Safety." 6  Among the conclusions drawn by the panel was one
citing personnel fault as the mcst frequent cause of merchant marine casual-
ties. Accordingly, the 1970 study recomimended that more research be under-
taken to define and understand human error.

In October 1971, the KIRB authorized further research into the causes
of casualties resulting from human error. In early 1972, the Board formed the
Panel on Human Error in Merchant Marine Safety.

The first meeting of the Panel was held in Washington, D.C., in
June 1972. The Panel was directed by the Board to develop a program of re-
search and training countermeasures to -reduce the incidence of merchant marine
casualties caused by human error. The Panel broadened this charge to read:
"prov:ding recommendations that will lead to the development of countermeasures
against human acts of commiv--ion or omission that lead to merchant marine
casualties".

The Pan(!. concentrated on seafarers in the oceangoing merchant marine;
stevedoring was excluded. Its initial work included data base surveys, litera-
ture reviews, dnvelopmeut of casualty flow diagrams, and construction of job
descriptions.

VEarly in its deliberation-, the Panel concluded that it needed a more
appropriate data base on which to conduct its analysis. The Panel reviewed

available inforattion on human error and decided that existing data were not
detailed enough. For the =Lot part, existing meicvhaut marine casualty data
were by-products of ,djudication and did not deal consistently with the basic
caus"es W- human error. In fact, in many cases, the term "hum,!an error" orc
"personnel fault" was the 11os5t detailed inforruat io, ava:ilable. Furthetniore



the Panel -"as convinced that full. tA.sclosure of the eventb leading to casualf;es
was seldom possible in a regulatory or judicial forum.

The Panel conclured that a major dtica collection program was needed,
Vot only to set priorities for research but also as a basis for the research

,ielf. Accordingly, the Panel submit:, -mn interim report recommending a
comprehensive survey as a means of devr. I ,g primary hiunan-error data. The
interim rep)ort was directed to the U.S., M iJume Administration for action in
June 1973.

The Panel meanwhile began trials of interview and questionnaire
techniques on experienced licensed officers attending refresher courses at
two union schools. The results of these surveys provided valuable background
and were helpful in preparing advice for the National Maritime Research Center
(NMRC) on the in-depth surg-ey.

The Maritime Administration acted on iche Panel's reco,,neadations ir
March 1974, sponsoring an in-depth survey through the NMRC at Kings Point,

New York. The survey is discussed in detail in Chapter 8.

The Panel assisted the NMRC in evaluating proposals suWmitted in
response to a request for proposal. The NMRC selected Lakeview Research of
Peekskill, New York, to undertake the project. The contract was awarded in
May 1974. The Panel continued to assist the NMRC by monitoring Lakeview's
progress through July 1975, when the survey was completed.

In developing its conclusions and reemmendations, the Panel relied
heavily on the collective experience and judgr Lt of its members, literature
review, job descriptions, existing and newly developed data, and analyses.
Figure 1 shows the process followed by the Panel in conducting its analysis
and in developing its re;.;mmendations.

Since the in-depth survey was an important if not major part of the
supporting information, the Panel calls attention to the following limitations
of that survey:

1. The questionnaire was a self-reporting type. Sclf-reporting
questionnaires are subject to the biases of the respondent. Bias due to
amtiguity of behavioral. language (e.g., terms such as fatigue or panic) is
also a possibility.

2. Siuc(, only 25.6% of the questionnaires were xeturned, the response
does not .:epres(ýat the entire population of seafazers. Rather, it is a sample
of 359 persons who voluntarily returned the questionnaire. It hait a higher
percentage of younger, better educated, personnel withhigher Tatings than the
overa-.l group of morchant seamen. Although this could be regarded as a limita-o
tion, these respondenttcý, because of their education and ratings, may be more
knowledgeoble wnd bettor equipped t'o observe casualties than the typical mer-
chant seaman.

The Statistit.al Package for the Sociai. Sciences, develo2d by the
National Opinion hesea-cch Center, Unive•.'ity of Iowa, was Tlsel for testing the

AAI01M W
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data. For the reader who is interested, every reasonable statistic for each
variable has been computed and can be found in Volume II of the Lakeview
Research Study "Human Causal Factors in Maritime Casualty and Near Casualty in
the United States Merchant Marine". 2 2

This study has been organized into two parts to separate the con-
clusions and recommendations from the more detailed treatment of the supportive A
information and analyses. The purpose of this separation is to improve, the
readability and accessibility of the recommendations. Part I contains the
introduction to t&e study and the conclusions and reconmnendations, in Chapters
I through 3. Part II contains the literature review, data base survey, job
description, casualty flow techniques, and the in-depth survey, in Chapters 4
through 8. The nchool surveys are covered in Chapter 8 as a part of the
in-depth survey.

,I
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CHAPTER 2

CONCLUSIONS

The objective of the study was to determine the underlying causes
of cauualtieii resulting from human error in the U.S. merchant marine.

The Panel has relied heavily on the literature review and the in-
depth survey to arrive at its conclusions. Although they are not cited in
the narrative for the conclusions, the casualty flow diagrams and the job
descriptiuns helped greatly to clarify the relationship between human error
and casualty and were the major tools for developing the conclusions and
recommendations.

For the purposes of this study, the Panel has defined human error
as "the commission or ovission of acts by maritime personnel that cause or
contrtbute to merchant marine casualties or near-casualties".

In general, the Panel concluded that the tolerance for human err'or
las decreased greatly with the introduction of large, fast, and highly sophis-Licated ships and the consequences of human error have become greater. Wile

the probability and consequences of casual.ties have increased dramatically,
the means for countering human error in vessel operations have not kept
pace.

The Panel has concluded that 14 factors are either major or potential
causes of casualties or near-casualties. These fact.ors tre listed below and
defined with a short narrative to support the inclualon of each as a contri-
butor to humsn-error casualtieu.

1. Inattention

Inattention is a lack of full vigilance to the duties or responsi-
bility assigned. It may be related to a condition or situaýion that results
iu a crew me3mber bei'ng distracted from his primary or necesuary duty or
responsibility. Inattention was foimd to be particularLy serious in v; itch-
k•.ping.

Inattention wae cited either directly jr indirectly in many of the
reports reviewed. A DuO].ap Associates study9 found that slowness in reict-
ing to early signs of daiger suggests that cormnwig offl.crs would benefit
from practice in meeting eme-,rgency sitv-atioas presented on a simulator or a
trainer. 14ar&35 has suggested changi, t ,peraiiona! procedures to free the
wate an watch to ;'rfotu the collision-evoidwace task during periods of heavy
"workload. li. ale ouggast&o that in lim•3ted vLlbility one operator is re-
quited solely for ,ulliaico avoidance and a second for positinn fixing.

w: 3 jStjr j-sI~V'< . . - , . . -. .~> - - - -



In commenting on the collisior of the S. S. African Neptune with the
Lanier Bridge in Brunswick, Georgia, the U.S. Coast Guard held that the third
mate was not remiss because at the time of the incorrect rudder application
he was entering an engine order in the bell book.

Respondents to the in-depth survey ranked inattention first amieng

13 identi•fied causes of human error.

2. Ambiguous Pilot-Master Relationship

This refers to the confv,:ion in authority and responsibility that
often results when a pilot asvumec control of a vessel in a h.zbor or coastal
situation.

Several references to this problem were found in the literature.
For inctance, Madsen, Nicastro and Schumacher3 3 suggested that a checklist of
information be exch. iged betv. ien the pilot and master imediately after the
pilot has boarded the vessel. They also suggested that a qualified pilot-
master should assume control of long-haul vesselb that are in congested pilot-
age waters. This new position would replace the conventional ship's master
position as the pinnacle of a mariner's career.

Confusion concerning the atatus of the watch officer uhile a pilot
is aboard is of such importance that it receives special emphasis in the
Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization Operaticnal Guidance for
Navigational Watchkeeping 76 which notes that despite the duties and obliga-
tions of a pilot his presence on board does not relieve the efficer on watch
from his duties and obligations for safety of the ship.

The in-depth survey contained nur ,.rous responses pointing out ambi-
guities in the responsibillties of the pilot and captain in pilotage waters.
When asked if a dangerous incident had ever resulted from a conflict between
the captaiL and the pilot, 40% of those responding to the question answ~rrd
"yes". The interviews provided nuaerous incidents of confusion or contra-

dictory orders from the pilot and master that resulted in casualJties or
near-casualtien.

SInefficient BridgesDesign

This refers tvi the generally poor instrumentation and overall design
of ship's control stations (bridges). Although there has 1Lc!en some progress
in centralizing bridge control consoles, overall bridge design has not kept
pace with the increased control requirements for modern vessels. Efforts to
standardize on modern bridge designs have been hampered by tradition and by
strong personal preferences of the owner and owner's representatives.

The literature review produced numer us citations of requirements
for improved bridge design and/or navigation e .ipment. For instance, Mara 3 6

found that, during the docking and undockinig opuc':ation, it is essential that
inforration be available to the captain of a ship in a format that can be
quickly evaluated (i.e., not r5cattered throt ;hot the wheelhouse, chart room,
and brldge wings). Mara also suglests that aquipment diaplays and work opa(0e

H nýnL_•
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required by the mate be dcaigned around the radar display. Volume V of the
me study' cor cludes that a centralized console on the bridg- controlled by
e single, weated operator increased the effectiveneos of deck afficers covr-
pared with morm conventional bridge layouts. In Volme IV of the same sttidy 3 4
completed in 1969, Hera indicated that the location of controls on a ship's

bridge is critical. Twenty percent or more of a deck officer's time can be
spent obtaining informaticix or implementing action through controls.

4. Poor Operational Proceduras

This refers to the failure of many deck and engine watchstanders
to observe consistent professional operating standards in the conduct of their

dutes.There were several references found throughout the literature on
operational procedures. Barrow2 stated that bridge organization for condi-
tions encountered was extremely informal, with duties imprecisely stated or

not stated at all. He also noted that failure to plot targets has repeatedly
been a factor in casualties between vessels equipped with radar.

In its review of the collision of the S. S. African Neptune with
the Lanier Bridge, Brunswick, Georgia, the National Transportation Safety
Board recommended that a conference be held before sailing prior to maneuver-
ing through high-risk areas.

A review of casualties in a foreign flag fleet showed that ships'
officers were apparently failing to make ef"ective use of all operational
equipment provided for safe navigation and piloting.

The in-depth survey cited a number of instances where operational
procedures were not followed or were followed improperly. When asked if a
casualty had ever resulted from a failure to follow operational procedures,
26% of those answering the question said "yes". When askeC why the procedure
was not followed, 32% of those answering indicated that the seaman performing
the duty "did not want to bother".

5. Po hsical Fitness

This refers to the lack of standards for physical fitness for key
personnel in operating positions aboard ship. High standards are necessary
because of the strenuous requirements of some positions and bvcause medical
attention usually is not itoediately awailable. It is obvious that in key
operating positions in both the deck and engine departments a high level of

physical fitness is required to ensure alertness in watchkeeping.

Job descriptions tend to confirm the existence of long periods of
continuous work, some of which require a high level of physical stamina and
endurnnce.

The average age for operating personnel iu the United States t'r-
cbant Marine it, approaching 50 ond the range exteuds 'into age 70.



In the In-depth sur iay, 14% of those responding to the question
indicated that a casualty or near-casualty had resulted from a sudden illness
of scoone aboard ship. Of those responding, 31% identified the helmsman as
the person taken ill. Of those responding to a question concerning excessive
height and weight, 14% indicated that those factors had contributed to emer-
genc y situations. In one interview, a captain stated that he felt many cur-
rent officers cannot move with sufficient agility to climb ladders and
adequately inspect hatches and hulls.

6. Poor Eyesight

Although closely associated with physical fitness, poor eyesight
merits individual emphasis. Obviously, in key seagoing positions where eye-
sight is essential to safe and efficient oneration, crew members should be
required to pass visual acuity tests periodica. 'y as a requirement for con-
tinued employment.

Twenty-three percent of those responding to the question in the
survey indicated that impaired eyesight of someone on the bridge had been
related to an emergency condition. Of those responding to that question, 33%
identified the pilot and 25% identified the master as the individual experi-
encing the impaired eyesight.

7. Excessive Fatigue

Excessive fatigue has been defined as drowsiness or loss of vigi-
lance due to long work periods and/or lack of sleep. The job descriptions
show that some positions aboard ship require unusually long hours, particu-
larly for those iaving both watchetanding and loadAng and discharging
responsibilities.

The literature review contains many references to the problems
associated with fatigue. Lockheed Georgia 1 6 , in a 1964 study, concluded from
11.s experiments that periods of sleep loss degrade performance. Its experi-
ments showed that the performance of subjects workinig a 16-hour day, 4 on,
2 off, iý-es depressed more by an extended period of sleep loss than that of
subjects working on a 4 on, 4 off schedule.

The Oceanographic Institute of Washington 5 4 concluded that Washing-
ton state pilots should have specified rest periods and should he examined
physiccl!ly each year.

In the in-depth surw<'y, when seamen were asked if excessive fatigue
had contributed to a near-casu .ty or casu ilty, 31% of thoso responding to
the question answered "yes". I•:fIuý,lar concern was exprerýued for the long
periods that captains and chief waeis are continuously on 6kity while docking
and undocking, transiting canals, etc. In one interview, it was said the
chief wate Buffers from chronic fatigue, "he is "p when they bring the ship
in, lie will work all day and will be on the ane )r in thc evening when the
ship goes out".

* i



8. Excessive. AlcGhol Use

This refers to the apparent Uigh incidence of intoxication by crew
memnber& in watchstanding or duty status,

More than half of those responding to the questionnaire inO~cated
that drunkenness of a crew member, officer, or pilot was a factor In a casu-
alty or near-c sualty. Also, there were numerous descriptive commetnts 'in the
questionnaire -nad in the interviews that referred to excessive. use of alcohol
aboard ship. The seriousneso of the problem is perhaps best suimmarized byI
the res-ponsa of one master who said, "it is a part of the code of the sca to
protect drunk officers. Soi~e day I may be lii the same situation'.

9. Excessive Persounel Thrniver

Personnel tu.rnever hos been def incd as the movemerm of criw members
among various vessels. This is pjarticviarly common among licensee, deck off i-
cers. Excessive tuyun~ver leads io riany instances in which crewmett may oper-
atn vessels with whic& they have had little, or no experience. In the Panel's
judgment this leads to An I.ncompatibility in the izan-machine relationship aid
increases the probability for human error.

There were nimarous citations in the literature relating 'zo pernon-
nel turnover. Madsen, Nlcastrco and Schumacher 33 uggested that eovn typo. of

writenandperormnc exmlntý,.onbe eqinvred . Thcey Wetesto demontratde
asfiiec pnterfr asnc eamIndt~o si e of esuied inofvd crew alebesto dreco stilated

peridicproicincycheks o mint inicenkes.

Intesurvey, 78% of thiose responding to the question felt that
there was a relationship between personnel turnover and casualties. In sev-
eral interviews, rotary shipping and high personnel turnover were identified

as poblms.One interviewee summarized the problem. "EAt one timte. there
wereverysimilar ships and very sirTIlav cargoes; men could take uhat they
landfrom one ship to another ship. Handling characteristics, engine room~,

and rotnswere all similar. Today, how~ever, the fleets and cargr'es are
heterogeneous. A mate from a 500-foot ship can bid and get n a n a
900-foot ship".

10. High Level of Calculated Risk

Calculated risk is defined for this report as knowing acceptance
of risk in operational situations to a~et personal or corporate prioritiea.
The acceptance of risk w.4.9 found by the Panel to be a significant,- cau~sal fac---
tor in merchant marine casualties.[ A number of instances were found in the literature u;i' LliA oper-~
ating personnel were willing to base dei~isions on itcomplete informattIs.nr
Dunlap Associwtes9 found that 67% of the canning offlcers of large vessel.s
and 42% of the conning of ficers of small vessels made their diecisiote to
maneuver on the basis of incomplete infoxuation, Kither About the status
of their own veisel cr the statuso and intention of other vesuels.

NO



Barrow2 indicated that many collisions occurring in low visibility
are cauLed by a combination of excessive speed and a failure to plot radar
targets in the vicinity.

The in-depth survey provided several instatices where risk taking
contributed to a casualty or a near-casualty. For instance, when asked to
select among 12 criteria used by companies for grading a captain's performance,
40% of those responding to the question indicated that making schedules was
the prime criterion. When asked how companies feel about meeting schedules
in poor conditions., 50% of those responding said that there was strong pres-

sure to meet schedules. Almost all of those responding reported sailing or, aI ship that they personally knew to be unseaworthy.
Perhaps the most revealing diazlosure from the interviews was that

of a company that in 1969 dropped a safety program that offered a good bonus
to tugs and crews with the least accident claims, becwase the program resulted

in decreased productivity and a slowdown in task completion.

11. Inadequate Lights and Markers

Lights and markers are defined as vessel navigation lights and chan-
nel lights and markers used for navigation purposes. The Panel determined
that inadequacies of these aids were significant contributors to merchant
marine ca~sualties. it was also the Panel's contention that the state of the

atof waritime lights and markers is not consistent with our technological
capabilities. Conclusions on channel markers came, primarily -from the in-depth
ixiterviews. Of those responding to the questio, 5 si heyfudta
tihore lights camGflage running lights of other vessels on clear nights.
Respondents listidl range lights, channel markers, ~:adio communications, and
chzannei Ii glics in that order as the navigation alds needing most improvement.
Better and stronger Utghts, radar reflectors, and rare and better ranges were
recoi-mmded fLtr thim buoy' 'eaco.n and light tower system along the coast of the
Un~t-_, 5tki, Of those reaponding to the question, 29% said they had experi-
eniced R r.1181u-iy ov. aetl' -nnalty bec~ause a channel. light in a harbor was
conf using ox misleading.

1.2. Misuse -Df R~adar

Hisuce o2 'cadar is defined 'tere AS A misinterpretation o': improper
)per~tion. ofC radar' aids, The paradox of t~he r'ada-assisted( col.04dion is well.

ktiown and is a pernitotent -poblem

1D. addittfor, to 'V.rsoatia ieuf.' tae 3*ane~l Ta'lbers concerning
the mistnme of radn, there~ were. several. relevant citati'ar N the, literature
review. A ý'n Divini , 13iiiger General Vri.,cimion, Inc. , stufly2 r6 publisL1-d
in 1969 con .uder? that tlwý Jitoduct ion of new radar harrdware has not reduced
acri'dkts. It alao concludeil tivat: flfre was evidence. that the. lack. of proper
training has piererktal the effectivEý use of radar.

M Rr.jGAg ated th*t,, ., ~a ua.4 o,, cv.V' uons might be that 2radar con~
t~act,4 erta oxeed ý,,h; opweatr'o cnpabi.1JJf.y. Ile alafQ noted that

inuog~iu d±inia i:A.k bte reu thtd i~im dt t c,
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collision course showed an 89% probability of detecting a single collision
course when only one collision course was presented among other targets. How-
ever, there is only a 38% probability that the operator will detect the third
of three simultanaous collision courses.

A proprietary study of casualties for a foreign flag fleet indicated
that radar equipment was not being properly maintained.

It is apparent from the in-depth 'interviews that the techniques for
using radar and the types of equipment used are not consistent throughout the
U.S. merchant mArinns. -Wh arwd what kind of radar display they preferred,
55% of those responding indicated relative motion, ship's head up; 23% indi-

cated relative wition, north up; and 23% indicated true motion, stabilized.
Fifty-seven percent of those responding said they had difficulty dividing
their attention between the radar and other bridge duties. One of the diffi-
culties in using radar is smarizad in this response by a master: "In my
experience as a port captair., I found that radar caused more accidents than it
eliminated. Men rely too 'heavily on radar and fail to keep a good lookout."

13. Uncortain Use of Sound Signals

Uncertain use of sound signals is defined for this study as the
general fAilure to employ sound signals as required by the rules of the road.
Much of the difficulty is in the ambivalence that the crews feel for the value
of such signals and in the customary avoidance of sound signals in all but
emeigency situations.

The following examples were found in the literature. Duniap Asso-
ciates 8 said that many conning officers of vessels in the sample studies
appeared reluctant to change the status of their ships or to sotud danger
eignals at a time when such actions could have been effective. Mar&315 noted
j:hat the operator is unreliable In determining the azimuth of a giveit souwd.

The in-depth survey confirmed the seriousness of the problem.
Thirty-two percent of those responding to the question indicated that fL.ýAre
to use sound signals ecouributed to a casualty or near-casualty. In r :d tonJ
cre-ws are ambivalent abovt the value of sound signals, since the major% • •9•
fec-i that they are of limited usefulness. The seaman's opinion of thF, ula`,
fulness of sound signals can best be sumarized by this quotation by a mas_ t.
responding t, the question: "VHF is better. Sound signals are O.K. aw a
last resort and/or for legal protection." A

14. Inadequacies of the RuKles of the Road

Rules of the road are consideired to be innequate when rules are a
source of, rather than a counte) ,easure to, human-error nasualties. The Panel
noted that, because U.S. rules have been revised and are now being considered
at the international level, conclusions on this subject would be pre~ature.

The in-depth survey showed that t ere is considerable dissat .&action
with the rules of the road. Of those responding to the question, 29% saf'd
•at they had btee in a situation where strict obedience to ý:he rules of the

ON
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road was a contributing factor to a marine casualty or near-casualty. Almost
half of those in the sample feel Justified in departing from the rules to meet
normal expectations and operations. One of the chief complaints concerning
the rules of the road can perhaps beet be summarized by this quotation from a
deck officer: "Over and over again you have the right-of-way, you know it's
a collision course, you uust hang on until the next to the last moment."

Inadequate Daza Base

Tha Panel con,ýluded that the merchant marine casualty data main-
tained by the U.S. Soast Guard and other government regulatory agencies are
inadequate for casualty analysis.

This conclusion came from the Panel's efforts to develop the neces-
sary data on which to base its analysis, conclusions, and recommendations.

A Maritime Transportation Regearch Board report completed in 1973,
entitled Merchant Maine. Casualty Datar , contained recommendations for a
program to improve the collection and use of merchant marine casualty infor-
uation. L.': suggested that a national merchant marine casualty data system be
established by consolidating existing data collections and systems. The
system should create a formal relationship between all organizations collect-
ing merchant marine casualty data and should be designed to make the most
efficient use of available resources. The U.S. Coast Guard would be given

the responsibility to form and manage this system.

The Panel noted tT)At as of this date no action has been taken on this
highly desirable and neces uy fux,.tion.

_00,00

~WA
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CHAPTER 3

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Panel's rec dation are based directly on the conclusions
drawn in Chapter 2. In general, they are directed to the governmnt agencies
the Panel thought most appropriate for the action required. Specific research

is recommended where knowledge iincomplete or .here criteria and standards
for increased regulation have not been adequately developed. In some instances,
direct action is suggested where the Panel felt that enough information is
available on which to make decisions and further study would be of limited use.

The recommendations are listed in priority order by categories. The
recomendation categories are listed in priority order as assigned by a sub-
panel (a detailed explanation of the priority assignment is given in Appendix

II):

Categories

Vigilance

Pilot-master relationship
Bridge design
Operating standards
Physical qualifications
Vessel familiarization
Boredom and job satisfaction

Fatigue
Calculated risk
Alcohol use
Radar
Sound signals
Lights and markers
Rules of the road
Data base (not rated)

The 21 study recounendations are given in the following under the
assigned p,_. ority headings.

Viiace

1. The U.S. Coast Guard should take immediate action to require

that anti-collision devices be installed aboard oceangoing merchent vessels
to reduce hman-error cAsualties stemming from lack of vigilance.

P1.lot-M&ster Rel atimiolJs

2. The U.S. Coast Guard should propose change• In a and
regulations to re•olve the aibhguity .ii the authnrity awd t :),onqib!ty of

pin nid Watv-'
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Brd~ Design

3. Experimcntal programs should be started h; the Maritime
Administration to improve the instrumentation and desiga of vessel btidges.
For example, cockpit-type control bridges should be developed and tested on
simulators. Designs with potential for incre ing safety should be installed
for operational testing on selected ships be.lF,,ý. '-ilt under subsidy.

Operating Standards

4. The Maritime Administrat.!.on should develop programs to use its
simulator facr:'ii ::,• at Kings Point, New York, for experiments to develop opti-
mal bridge manning aud bridge operating procedures, by vessel type, for typical
high-risk navigational situations. The purpose of the experiments would be to
standardize operational procedures in thn U.S. merchant marine.

5. The U.S. Coast Guard should formalize bridge and engineering
operating procedures for ships in the U.S. merchant marine and take action to
enforce use of these procedures.

6. The U.S. Coast Guard should develop critoria and standards that
would include operational proficiency checks for bridge and engineering watch-
standers, either aboard ship or with simulators, for issuing and renewal of
licenses.

7. The Maritime Administration shoul(2 ' be coitinuously aware of the
development and evaluation of U.S. Coast Guard . 'r and standards for
licenries to develop proper education, training, aud retraining programs.

fhyical Qualifications

8. The U.S. Coast Guard should develop comprehensive physical
requirements, including visual acuity, by job description and vessel type
to establish physical examination criteria. The criteria should be opera-
tionally tested before adoption. Entry of women into the seagoing work force
should be cons:dered in establishing physical examination criteria.

9. The U.S. Coast Guard should establish a program requiring
annual physical examinations for active seafarers as soon as physical exami-.
nation criteria are established.

Vessel Familiarization

10. The Maritime Administration should develop a system for quali-
fying crew mnmbers by vessel type. The program should consist of (a) needs
assessment by vessel type and job classification; (b) development of train-
ing requirements; (e) evaluation of effectiveness; and (d) a plan for assigning H
crew aembeie to ships for which th-vy are qualified. ThIs program should
include a pilot project covering a wide variety of vest 1- types and result in
recommendations, to the U.S. Coast Guard, for regulations on crew qualifU-a-
tion by vessel type and job claisification,. This is an ijmTediate nced t:hlt
should be t'.t as soon a& corsible.
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11. The U.S. Coast Guard should be aware of Maritime Administration
research in vessel familiarization and follow through by establishing a pro-

gram for qualification of key crew members by vessel type.

Boredom and Job Satisfaction

12. The Maritime Administration should pursue a comprehensive pro-

gram of research to increase job satisfaction, reduce boredom, and improve
on-.duty performance as a means of increasing vigilance aboard ship and as a
way to attract and retain higb-c,-,4iber seafarers in the merchant marine.

Research might include such co;, :-L--'s as job enrichment, minimizing effects of
family separation, and family acceptance of job.

ý.ýatý&u

13. The Maritime Administration should conduct research into fatigue,
to include effects of duty cycles for specific tasks, physiological day-night
cycles, and chronic or long-term fatigue.

Calculated Risk

14. Calculated risk results from unrealistic performance require-
ments, inaccurate perception of operating conditions, or a combination of
both. In any case, where there is a gap between required and actual behavior,
research should be undertaken to reduce this gap. Such research should have
two purposes. First, a program is needed to examine the effects that per-
formance requirements such as rigid adherence to schedules have on safety.
Performance expectations may have to be -'evised in the interest of safety.
A second program should examine ways to improve compliance with safety regu-
lations, to increase awareness of general principles of safe operation, and
to imbue the crews with a commitment to stfety.

Alcohol Use

15. The Maritime Administration, together with the National institute
on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, should undertake research to determine the
causes of, and effective countermeasures against, alcohol and drug abuse aboard
ships of the U.S. merchant marine.

16. U.S. operating companies and U.S. unions should Incr6ase their
efforts to control alcohol abuse by establishing procedure,; and enforcing
existing rules to discourage crew members from performing duties while tnder
the influence of alcohol.

Radar

17. The Maritime Administration should establish standards for
performance, ma:Lntenance, and use of radar to facilitate the transfer of
skills from ship to ship. Thio should be done. in consultation wi th the
Haaio Techni.cal Com.issio, on Marine. S'rvicen; concarning ongoing research
ill this area.

wlý ANN0'6
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Sound Signals

18. The U.S. Coast Guard should consider taking action internationally
to relegate sound signals to use in emergency situations only.

Lights and Markers

19. The Maritime Administration and the U.S. Coast Guard jointly
should sponsor research and experiments to improve -avigation aids and markers,
including navi.gation lights on veusels. The obiective should be to develop
a new generrtion of navigation aids and improv kts to vessel navigation
lights thai can be recommended for internation,. implemwentation.

Rules of the Road

20. The U.S. Coast Guard should continuously review the rules of the
v'ead to compare with current practice. A semiannual report of the results
ox the review should lan made by the U.S. Coast Guard relating the rules to
casualty experience. The report should set forth recommendations for appro-
priate revisions or enforcement.

Data Base

21, The U.S. Coast Guard should move immediately on the recommenda-
tion of the Maritime Transportation Research Board report on Merchant Marine
Casualty Data to develop a. national merchant marine casualty data system.
The data from actual operations should be suppl.emented with s:imulation data.
Accidents should be programmed into simulatort, as a means of crtablishing
underlying causes.
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PART 11

CHAPTER 4

LITERATURE REVIEW

The Panel's first step in evaluating human error as a cause ofmerchant marine casualties was to review currently available literature. Ma-
terial was screened for facts, conclusions, and recommendations with direct
bearing on human error in merchant marine safety.

The literature review covered materia't available through mid-1975,
including newspaper and professional journal articles where appropriate. The
material is discussed here chronologically.

Sota of the articles reviewed refer to "large" and "small" vessels.
Not all authors usad the same basis for this distinction, and in some cases"
no def1nstiaa of "large" or "small" was offered.

Literature idling exclusively with statistics on merchant marine
casvaltles, such as Lloyd's Register of Shipping Statistical Tales, is treated
in 0ýýapter 5 unde):, Existing Statistical Data Base.

A summary of the in-depth survey conducted by Lakeview Research enti.-

tleA "Human Causal Factors in Maritime Casualty and Near Casualty in the
U.S. Merchant Marine'" Volumes I, II, and III, is discussed in Chapter 8.

Human Engineering Operations Research Pe•:sonnel Plannin , Dunlap and
Associates, Inc., 1959. '

Thi.s sý,idy was done to assess the value of marine casualty recurds
as a source. of data, baned on a small sample of collision records. The fol-
lowin- significant pc 7nts are abstracted from the study.

Firýty-eight percent of the 26 officers in tue sample who were con-
ning their vessels by radar interpreted the relative motion situation correctly.

Commun:cations performance of the vess(Is in the study is poor. Only
30% of the transmissions by large vessel.• in the sample and only 26% of the
transmissions by the 6mall vessels wirc received and understood.

A vli ajor collision-avoidance actions of the sampl~ed vesselL occurredii within two miles of a target vessel and not earlier.

Under conditions where initial detectiou was made by radar, the
vessels of the sample made as maiiy course changes in the direction of the tar-
get as away from it.

In 90% of the cases sampled, a pasvbg agreement was v.et establ:stx.d.

• • '•--•-'•"•'•:•-• •• •':• ' "I-" i"•, '.." 'wl :,[ J
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Sixty-seven percent of the conning officers of the large vessels andS42% of the conning officers of the small vessels made their decisions to maneu-
ver on the basis of incomplete information, either about the status of their
:wn vessel or the status and intentions of the other vessel.

Many conning officers in the sample appeared )•:eluctant to change
the status of their ship or to sound danger signals at a time when such actions
could have been effective.

Slowness in reacting to early signs of danger sugecits that conning
officers should practice meeting emergency situations in P simulator or a
trainer.

Combined Effects of Sleep Loss and Demanding Work-Rest Schedules on Crew
Performance, Human Factors Research Labor tory, Lockheed Georgia Co.,
June 1964.

This report describes experiments on sleep and crew performance.
The following points are abstracted from its conclusions.

Subjects working a 12-hour day (4 on, 4 off) are able to maintain
their performance at a higher level when subjected to an extended period of
sleep loss than subjects working 16 hours per day on a 4 on, 2 o f schedule.
The imposition of a period of sleep loss degrades performance. If a period
is anticipated in which emergencies are more likely, the 4 on, 2 off schedule

hiould be used only with extreme caution.

Human Factors in Ship Control, Volume I, Analysis of Shi. Operations,
Operator Capabilities, and Recommended Bridge Arrangememts, Mara, Thomas D.,
General Dynamics Corporation, January 1968. "

This report was made to develop human factor guidelines for merchant
marine bridge design. The following significant points are abstracted from
the report.

It is esa.ntial that information be available to the captain of a
ship in a format that can be quickly evai luated (i.e., not scattered through-
out the wheelhouse, chart room, and bridge wings). Information that should
be available in the wheelhouse and both wings includes ship speed, rudder
angle, distance from pier, pilot order, and helm response; adequate comkmrnca-
tion facilities to all deck officers and the helm are also required.

In a docking maneuver the mate spends much of h:.s time logging speed
changes. At night this is particularly troublesome because the task requires
a light source that can affect the dark adaptation of all persons in thLi wheel-
house. The report recommends that pilot requests for speed changes be recorded
on data logging equipment. The task could also be sit lified by tape record-
ing the requests for speed cliangeu.

Some steering commands might not be %Aeard when given by the pilot
from the wing. An intercom system between thc wings and the wheelhouse io
recommended to eliminate this problem.
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The demign of a utation or operator position that contains ali
pertinent Information on ship location and status is desirable.

Information that is needed but not now availele includes watr
depths several thousand feet in front of the ship, the intentions of other
vessels, particularly in a multi-mhip crossing situation, and passing dis-
tauces of vessels when they are hidden from the ship's bow.

Coastal piloting may impose a heavy workload on the mate. Position
fixing plus maneuvering in traffic constitutes an a--ceptinnally heavy work-
load. Changes in operational procedures shotlld be made to free the iaate on
watch from heavy workloads in restricted water's for collision-avoidance duties.
During periods of limited visibility,two mates or a mate and the captain
should be on the bridge at all times. One officer is required solely for
collision avoidance and the second for position fixing.

Other equipment, displays, and work space required by the mate must
be designed around the radar scope. Collision statistics ao radar-equipped
ships indicate that decisions are not always effective inr the cur:ent system,
suggesting a netd for review of radar navigation practices.

Relative am1 true motion displays are quite different in presenta-
tion form, yet each :• recommended by experienced personnel as the better
display for the same <:!tuation.

Vigilance is probably lower on the open sea than iu restricted
waters.

Very little is known about the visual requirevents for deck officers.
A further study of these capabilities is necessary.

Research into sound locating capabilities has found that human beings
have limited ability to determine the azimuth of a given sound.

The optimal bridge design from a human factors point of view would
be a structure like an aircraft control tower with a 360-degree view. Within
the bridge, the mate mid the helmsman would be seated at a console.

The following equipment would be located at the matc's console in
the optimally designed bridge:

1. Computer-aided radar;
2. Forward-searching sonar;
3. RPM control;
4. Automatic speed and course entry devices;
5. Communications;
6. Navigation system and latitude/longitude reud-out;
7. Television monitors;
S. Digital display unit;
9. Whistle controls;
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10. Speaker,;
"11. Ship's alara and light panel;
,12. Collapsible manual steering wheel;
"13. Remote-control windows;
14, Log microphone; and
15, Speedometer.

Human Factors in Ship Control5 Vle Vme Radar Utilization Capabiliies
Cooper, Michard B., Carey, B. G., and Mara, T. D., General Dynamics
Corporation, 1968. 5

The objective of this research in to maximize the degree of ship
control that can be exercised from the bridgc. Abstracts of the major points
mad4, by the study are as follows.

A centralized console bridge, corro.llf! by a tingle, seated opera-
tor, improves deck officer performar.ce.

Subjects free from operational *)ias (no previous radar experience
except for training) controlled the ship more effectively when they used the
true-motion radar presentation.

Use of computer-generated target true course and speed vectors sig,-
nificantly increases radar effectiveness for collision avoidance and conLting.
Electronically displayed targut labels on the radar improved conning per-
formance by providing continuous target identification.

During conditions of heavy workload on hatch, a reduction in ship
speed from 25 to 15 knots led to improved detection of target threats only
when trte-motion radar was used. When observers of relative-motion radar wereoverburdened, a comparable reduction in ship speed did not result in improved

target-handling capabilities. Targets that emerge as high-risk threats verify
that small angles of approach off the bow or stern are the most difficult to
handle.

Deck officers trained in true-motion radar should be encouraged to
use the true-motion display. Operators should be permitted to select either
true or relative motion, north-stabilized,or ship's-head-up presentations.

Human Factors in Ship Control, Volume IV, Simulation Tests, Mara, Thomas D.,
and Cooper, Richard B., General Dynamics Corporation, April 1969. 34'

This report describes the results of a simulation program to study
bridge equipment and arrangements. Te following are some major points of
the study.

tesdy 0esign and arrangement of equipment on the bridge significantly
affect co? :,. in restricted waters and in landfall. Centralizing displays
and contru..r,[ In a single operator position is proposed to improve operator
control. Position track disp•L~y systcems and integrated track collision-
avoidance systems will help to control the accident ra;:e.
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Location of controls on a ship's bridge .is. critical; 201 or sure -'

of a deck officer's time can be spent obtaining information and acting on it
through controls.

Collision-avoidance and positioning requiremnts can each demand
the complete attention of =ia man in restricted waters. The conning officer
is so busy in restricted waters that tha bridge must be laid out to avoid
tine losn.

The equilmnt priorities derived from the "at sea" study' and the
simulation are &a follows:

li A central operator control station with secondary
stations for additional operators that provide
a clear view of the. surroundings.

2. Automwtic position plotters.
3. Repeatinh information displays for the wings.
4. A method oi reading bearing to target and naviga-

tion warkers at the prime operator's station.
5. A second radar on the bridge.
6. A tape recorder log with inscribed time line to

replace the handwritten one.
7. An open-loop comunication system for instant

comunication between bow and bridge and wingsi�ad wheelhouse.
8.o Ship phones and ship-to-shore phones at all deck

officars stations.
9. Ship's .peed and course change controls located at

•ii the wheelhouse and chart room stations.

The advanced bridge concept is shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4.

Pro _Lor Analzi4_.±d R__d-"i!w the Influence of Personnel Failure
on Marine Cnagalties, Paper pr'aeutad at 14th Annual Tanker Conference,
Ameri(an Y2etr;ole' Iastitute, Barrow, Winfred W., Capt., May 1969. 2

This paper discusses the following points about personnel 7ailure
iu terchant marine casualties.

Collision occurrin& in low visibility are caused by a combination
* of (ý,ce•,Ive speed an(d a failure, to plot other iwhips in the vicinity.

Bridge organization for conditiox• encountered .Yar, extremely infor-
mal, with ItieLs ir mpcistly stated or not st.MT'!d at all.

Failure to po•ut tar-••': has repentedly nr.aulted in casualties be-
tween vease'lr, eqniyppd Wl!th r'jJal

There ic a .l'-r itab:Lt:.ty of operating peisonnel a tankers,
especially in the coantul t'Lnae, thaa oa dry carp&o vesse.:I. '40is ir attrb,-
..ted to auch faýtztox aB z-aployo company iaISC, a. d Tlyalty.
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Glas Enclosed Control Tower Type of Bridge SItructure for Future Merchant Shipsl

Clma Avrngen TfWeloseadWns
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Evidence of this stability also appears in statistics prepared by the Marine
Index Bureau, which show that injury and illness frequency rates for tanker
personnel are measurably lower than those for dry cargo vessels.

Changing Shipboard Duties and Racowmendations for Traintng Modern Ships'
Deck Officers, Link Division of Singer General Precision, Inc., June 1969. 26

"his study was conducted to develop recomiendations for training and
training support to prepare for the changing duties and licensing concepts
for modern ships' deck officers. The fcllowing points were made in the report.

New radar hardware has not reduced accidents.

There is evidence that lack of proper training has prevented effec-
tive use of radar. There is a requirement for training In true motion as well
as relative motion presentations and the plotting of proper target ship posi-
tion, vector diagrams, and relative plots.

Radical differences amosg duties and r(sponsibilities of ships' deck
officers make traditional on-the-job training uncontrollable and outmoded.

Use of simulators is the best way to train deck officers.

Deck officers receive insufficient refresher training, training for
professional advancement, and training for state of the art familiarization
with new equipment and procedures.

Merchant Marine 1afety--A Study of the United States Merchant Marine
Regulatory System, Ship Safety Panel, Maritime Transportation Research
Board, December 1970. 46

Merchant Marine Safety is an analysis of the effectiveness of the
U.S. Merchant Marine Safety Regulatory System, in which an examination is made
of duplication of rules, regulations, inspections, and approvals within the
multi-agency system. The study also compares U.S. safety standards and per-
formance with those of other maritime nations. The following is a summary of
the conclusions and recommendations of the study.

There are at least five government agencies involved in varying
degrees in the regulation of safe design, construction, and operation of the
U.S. merchant fleet. Each of these agencies is situated in a different de-
partment or independent agency of the federal government. They share no co-mon
executive authority other than that of the President of the United States.
Administration of U.S. merchant marine stifety regulationý could be made more
efficient by eliminating unnecessary duplication In regu'jLation ond enforcement
procedures among the several government and nongovernment regulatory bodies. ,

Among the fleets of four countries studied, the U.S. subsidized
fleet is constructed and operated under the highest degree of safety reg,,,a-
tion, followed by the U.S. unsubsidized fleet and the fleets of the United
Kingdom, Italy, and Liberia, in that order. Each of the four countries stud-
ied places some degree of reliance on classification societies to act on
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behalf of the government iu administering and enforcing portions of its safety
rules and regulations. Of these, the United States places the lpat reliance
on classification societies and Liberia and Italy place the V., .

A comparison of 7 years of partially edited ship loss records in
Lloyd's Register of Shipping showed that, of vessels of 1,000 gross tons or
over, the United Kingdom lost fewer ships as a percentage of its active fleet
than the other three nations studied. The United States, Italy, and Liberia
followed in that order.

USCG casualty data for U.S. vessels of over 1,000 gross tons show
that of 14 categories of primary cause, the most frequently occurring are
errors of licensed or certified personnel and equipment failures due to normal
wear. When all primary causes of casualties to U.S. commercial vessels over
1,000 gross tons were separated into three categories (personnel fault, equip-
sent failure, and other), personnel fault was the most frequently occurring
cause.

The Panel recomiended that the Public Health Service, the Maritime
Administration, the Federal Communications Coum:! sion, and the Department of
Labor delegate their maritime safety authority to the USCG and that all activi-
ties relating to maritime safety come under the direct authority of the USCG
Commandant. In addition to authorizatio.ns already delegated, such as load line
certification authority, the Panel recommended that the U.S. Coast Guard dele-
gate to the American Bureau of Shipping the authority to perform all regula-
tory functions associated with ship structure and machinery, including design

approval, detail plan approval, inspection survey, and certification. The
Panel also recommended that the Coast Guard retain responsibility and authority
for all. o the safety regulatory functions such as life saving, fire control,
stability in subdivision, dangerous cargoes, casualty investigations, and
licensing, certification, and discipline of seagoing personnel.

It recommended that the USCG intensify its marine safety activities I
with respect to testing, certifying, vnd licensing personnel with the objec-
tive of reducing hIman error. It also recommended that the Maritime Adminis-
tration support appropriate research in the areas of personnel training, vessel
operation, and ship design, with the specif;lc objective of reducing human error
as a caise of vessel casualties.

The Panel recommended that immediate steps be taken to institute a
uniform international data collection and analysis system with respect to
casualty, loss, death, and injury statistics. The United States should take
the initiative in this regard and develop a proposed system.

Quotes from Risk Analysis of Oil Transportation Stud, Oceanographic
Institute of Washington, Pacific Northwest Sea, Vo..... 5, No. 4, 1972. 55

The article summariges the conclusions of the report on oil trans-
portation and handling by the Oceanographic Institute of Washington.

Historical accident data show that human error as the basic cause or
contributor to an accident with zmn-machine systems univercally varies from
35% to 80%. There are volumzm of regulations and rules relitim, to a mariner's
qualifications and ceriiJficatio.i, yet there is no requirement to demonstrate
proficiency, ei:ter ir~1tially or periodically.
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One of the consistent findings of the post facto investigations of
accidents by the National Transportation Safety Board is that there is no sin-
gle cause of a transportation accident of any kind.

For the Puget Sound Vessel Traffic System to be truly effective,
participation wust be mandatory.

In view of the technological advances of our time, it is hard to
accept that the rules of the road are concerned with proper execution of whis-
tles.

According to court decisions, 99% of all collisions are caused by
failure to obey the rules of the road, and no one, not even an admiralty law-
yer, fully understands the rules and their various legal interpretations. The
legal interpretations could not possibly be understood by a master or watch
officer who may have only seconds to decide which rule should be applied to a
given set of circumstances.

Oil Recomendations to State Legislature, Oceanographic Institute of
Washington, Pacific Northwest Sea, Volume 5, No. 4, 1972. 54

This article suatarizes the recommendations of the Oceanographic
Institute of Washington coucerning the reduction of risk in oil transporting
systems. It recommends that Washington state pilots have specified rest peri-
ods and will be examined physically each year. Training courses for pilots
should include radar training and courses in maneuvering bulk carriers, such
ar those conducted at Grenoble and Wageniingen.

Aviaticn/Marine--A Study of Contrasts, Paper presented to the 17th Annual
Tanker Conference of the American Petroleum Institute, Madsen, Nicastro,
and Schumacher, May 1972. 33

The purpose of this paper was to coLtrast marine and aviation pro-

cedures in s~ch areas as licensing, discipline, and testing. An abstract of
the major points follows.

It appears desirable to stiffen international maritime licensing
requirements to include:

1. Performance testing of some sort under both normal
and stress conditions prior to issuing a license;

2. Periodic proficiency checks to maintain a license; and
3. Some restriction as to size and class of ship the

individual is licensed to operate, i.e., some type
of •written and performance examination to demonstrate
proficiency awd competence in handling the size and
class vessel involved.

Some type of formal training should be required before an officer
can advance in grade. For example, this ohould take the form of simulator,
navigation, or collision-avoidance training. Some form of periodic recurrent
trainiug should be required to validate licenses. This should take the form

--L .- ",1'.j
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of simulator training or perhap,• at-sea shipboard training experiences in
maneuvering and even collision-avoidance via video tape.

Some specific operational recommendations made in the paper include:

1. Radars must be turned on in pilotage waters.
2. Position fixes mtst be taken and recorded at intervals

not greater than one half the time it would take to
cover the distance to the nearest shore.

3. Fathometers must be turned on in pilotage waters.
4. Early and continuous contact must be made with harbor

radar advisory 3ervices.
5. Harbor and radar advisory services must be advised if

it is necessary to change frequencies at any time.
6. The master must check the bearing and range accuracy

of his radar in every port, as well as the accuracy
of his Loran/Decca.

This paper also included these more general operational reco menda-
tions:

1. Establish mandatory traffic separation lanes in heavily
traveled international waterways.

2. Establish English as the universal maritime language.
All communications between pilot and master, pilot
and local advisory services, and pilot and tug should
be carried out in English. Radio/voice communication
should be clearly audible to the pilot and the master.

3. Prepare preplanned route information for frequently
traveled trade routes.

4. Encourage national governments to place coded radar
transponders in fixed key positions as an aid to
navigation in pilotage waters.

5. Encourage the development of a checklist of information
to be exchanged between the pilot and master immedi-
ately after the pilot has boarded the vessel.

Because the officers and crew of vessels in long-haul service sail.
in congested waters infrequently, perhaps a specifically trained and qualified
pilot-master should assume command of long-haul vessels entering congested
pilotage waters. This nei position would replace the conventional ships'
master position as the pinnacle of the mariner's career.

Collisions within the Navigable Waters of the United States--
Consideration of Alternativet Preventive Measures, Proceedi~ngs
of the Marine Safety Council, Department of Transportation,
U.S. Coast Guard, Volume 29, No. 8, August 1972. 75

This articln is a summary of a special study undertaken by the
National Transportation Safety Board to provide an overview of the problem of
ce Ilisions. The following poitut were discussed.
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Personnel error is the. most frequently cited as the probable cause
of collisions. However, the. underlying reasons for the error are of greater
importance when considering preventive action. There is a need for tool~s to
assist the mariner in coping with increasingly complex decisions.

A complete collision-avoidance system provides position determination,
vessel identification, surveillance, rapid data processing, communications,
and decision making. An effective vessel identification system is required.[ The use of tranipondere in developing an accurate and economically feasible
veussal identification system should be pursued.

The rules of the road are in need of revision.

The Radio Technical Commission for Marine Ser'vices, Committee 65, is
developing general. stand&rds for shipboard collision-avoidance systems.

Na1i&;ýion in Navigable Waters, Vessel Bridge-'to-Bridge Radio Telephone
Regulations, Proceedings of the Marine Safety Cka ci~l, Department of 7
Transportation, U.S. Coast Guard, Volume 29, No. 8, August 197A, p. 161. 1

This article reviews amendments to the vessel britdga-to-bridgo radio
regulations. The following requiremenats are set forth in the amendments.

1. These regulations require the use of vessel
bridge-to-bridge radio telephones.

2. Vessel~s subject to the Act will be equipped with
at least one single channel transceiver capable
of transmitting and receivring.

3. Vessels with multi-channel equipment will be. required
to guard the bridge-t~o-bridge radio telephone
frequency as well as the VHF national dist):esa
calling f requency requlired by the Federal. Conmmuni-
cations Commission.

4. The regulations become effective on January 1, 1973.

Analysis of Pil~ot-Error Related Aircraft Accidents, Kowalsky,
Nestor B., October 1972.~

Tlhis was a pre,.liminary study analyzing the- causes of aircraft acci-
dents from which the following conclusions are abstracted.

Of the air carrier accidents analyzed, the largest number were

Lclassified under man, f:,Ilowed by envIronmeift and machine in that-. order. Under
the classification mal?., crew coordfination was the most frequently occurr:I~ng

eleen, ollwe b Tei~ienc;e, ýatijau, mid trainin in that orderý

Merchant Marine Caulyata-'-*A Recommendedý P~r orr o x~rv h
Collection and Use of Mcrchttnt Main Cnult nformation, P'anel onl
Merchant Marine CaulyDtUrt: im ransportation Research Board,

2.7 . 45

Thi, -is Li survey of ex~isting collections of inere.h1-t. marine casua~lty

data Iand the"I~r assoclated ,myotenns. Tho- otudy 1pauel considc,.od.uc the- need for
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casualty data and the capabillties, costs, oitd benefits associated with its
proper collection and dissemination. The report's conclusions and recommenda-
tions are directed toward coll -ting valid data and organizing existing public
and private data collections in :o a national federated system. The following
points were emphasized in the ieport.

It is difficult to collect valid information regarding a casualty
because witnesses and parties to the Investigation are concerned with their
personal or employer's liability. Thc ,Ž is no well--defined plan for coordi-
nating collection, processing, or analysis of merchiant marine casualty sta-
tistics within the government.

Most of the elements necessary for a comprehersive casualty data
system are available. The U.S. Coast Guard data base should be expanded to
include various indicators of personnel and equipment exposure ýime and a
greater level of detail on causes of personnel fault. An improved casualty
data system is an immed3.ate nued that cannot wait on the prolonged period of
confusion that would be atteudant on a major shift in responsibility from one
group to anothez. Many persons and organizations object to the concept of
having both the casualty-investigation and data-collection functions in the
U.S. Coast Guard. However, the alternative agencies appear to be less than
enthusiastic about assuming investigation, collection, and analysis responsi-
bilities. The National Transportation Safety Board's role as an overseer of
Coast Guard investigations is a reasonable safeguard against parochial inter-
ests that might impede fDll and objective casualty investigation and analysis,
at least for the time being.

A national merchant marine casualty data system should be established
by fnrming a federation of existing data collections and systems. The system

should create formil relationships among all organixations collecting merchant
marina casualty data •nd should make the most efficient use of available
resources. The Coast Guard should be given the responsibility to form and
manage the system.

The Coast 7uard, as manager of the sy ýtem, should approach govern-
ment and private collectors of merchant marine casualty da' a to determine the
extent and basis of their participation and to develop compatible means of
coTimunicationo In addition to its role as manager of teoe system, the Coast
Guard should continue to be the primary government agency for investigating
merchant warine casualties and for collecting merchant marine casualty data.
In addi':!on. it should be the clearinghouse and distribution center for the
system. Casualty data acquired by the USCG as well as t:rend and pattern analy-
ses 6hould be transmitted to the National Maritime Rctieevch Center (NMRC) on
a periodic basis. Tlhe NIMC should periodically dioeseminate its research find-
ings to the maritime community.

Upon establishing a national system, the U.S. Consl. Guard shold
work iii the TItergovernmental Maritime Consultative Orgraization (1M4CO) for
an International system that correspondu to the level, of dotail of the U.S.
systew,•
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Basic Principles and Operational Guidaneefd rNavigatidnaiwatchkeepin•,
Proceedings of the Marine Safety Council, Department of Transportation,

76U.S. Coast Guard, Volume 31, No. 9, September 1974, p. 176.

This article describes IMCO's efforts to strengthen and imp-cove stan-
dards of training and professional qualifications of mariners.

The Maritime Safety Committee of IMCO established a Subcommittee on
P -dards of Training and Watchkeeping in 1971. Annex A to the Subcommittee's ¶

p.,ort is e- .titled "Basic PrinciLples to be Observed in Keeping a Navigational
Watch" and contains the Subcommittee's recommendations on this subject. The
recommendations are advisory in nature and may become the subject of an inter-
national confer•ince tentatively scheduled for 1977.

A basic principle of Annex A is that a master is bound to ensure
that watchkeeping arrangements are adequate. It recommends that the watch
system provide sufficient rest for the watchstanders to avoid fatigue.

Navigation and look-out standards are also included In the Annex.

A Study of Tanker Total Losses, 1964-1973, McKenzie, Arthur, Tanker
Advisory Center, October 1974. 44

This survey of tanker losses makes the following points:

Human factors appear to be the dominant cause of strandings, col-
lisions, and fires in the cargo tanks. Masters of tankers should be required
by law to conduct drills at least monthly for officers aid crew on the causes
and prevention of fires in cargo tanks and engine rooms. Courses of instruc-
tion in these subjects suitable for shipboard use should be issued to each
tanker by the appropriate regulatory agency.

Every officer and crew of a tanker should be required by law to
attend a government-approved fire-fighting safety training course to learn the
correct use of each piece of ehipboard fire-fighting equipment.

Thirteen Minutes, Proceedings of the Marine Safety Council, Department?
of Transportation, U.S. Coast Guard, Volume 31, No. 10, October 1974. /6

This article reviews collision of the S. S. African Neptune with the
Lanier Bridge in Brunswick, Georgia. The article ,.akeu the following points:

The investigators found tho cause to be the helmsman's error in
applying right rudder to a "left: rudder" order. The lapse in time between the
incorrect application of rudder and the time it was detected was a contribut-
ing cause. Evidence of -negligence in the helmsman's actions was found.

he Adhird mate was not held remiso because at the time of the incor-
rect rudder applicatioa he was entering an engine order in the bell book.

The National '.i:ransportation Safety Board noted that the wheelhouse
Arrange-p;ent P)revented "ffE.C.(tive -iou•ltorinxg, of the helm.
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The NTSB recommended that a pre-sail conference be held prior to
maneuvering through high-risk areas.

Status Report on Merchant Marine Licensing Examination Program,
Proceclings o:' the Marine Safety Council, Department of Transportation,
U.S. Coast Guard, Volume 31, No. 10, October 1974.76

This article summarizes the Coast Guard's experience in introducing
a new type of licensing examination for second and third mates and second and
third assistant engineers. Some highlights of the article are:

The Coast Guard recently changed its testing procedure from an

essay-type examination to a multiple-choice test. Examinations for master,
chief mate, and chief and first assistant engineer are also under revision.
The new test items were written by licensed officers.

During the phase-in period, the candidate had the option to be
reexamined with the superseded essay-type examination if he failed on his first
attempt with the new multiple-choice test. Early results i'tdicated that
approximately 50% of those tested with the multiple-choice examination attained
passing scores. Another 25% of the total candidates have received licenses
as a result of exercising the option to be retested with an essay-type examina-
tion. The passing rate on previous examinations was around 75%.

Future dwvelopments in the maritime industry, as well as research
concc.red with human error presently under way, may well dictate the need for
including proficiency demonstrations as a prerequisite for certain licenses.

Operational Guidance for Navigational Watchkeeping, Proceedings of the
Marine Sa-Z.ety Council, Department of Trans•portation, U.S. Coast Guard,
Volume 31, No. 10, October 1974. 76

This article reviews IMCO's progress in establinhin'- new standards
of watchkeeping and training. Some of the report highlights are the follow-
ing:

In early 1970, an IMCO working group urged that steps be taken to
strengthen and improve standards of training and professional qualifications
for mariners. A Subcommittee was established in October 1971o The recommenda-
tions are advisory but may be the subject of a conference tentatively scheduled
for 1977. Annex B to the report of the Subcommittee on Standardo of Training
and Watchkeeping provides operational Fuidance for officers in charge of a
navigati,,. k watch.

Gu-ý.dance covers taking over the watch; periodic checks of naviga-

tional equipment, automatic pilot, electronic navigational aids, echo sounders,
and navigational records; radar navigation in coastal waters, clear weather,
and restricted visibility; calling the master; navigation with pilot aboard;
wat:hkeoping personnel; and ship at anchor.

The section concerning navigation with the pilot aboard states that
despite the duties and obligations of a pilot, his presence on board does not
relieve thrý offler of the watch from U.L dbuties.
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IMCO Recommndations for Veseal Perdonal -'Han41 -tA•• Haatdcdua Materials
in Bulk, Proceedings of the Marine Safety Council, .Departmei.t Df
Transportation, U.S. Coast Guard, Volume 32, No. 2, Februazy 1975,
p. 29. 7

This article reviewo IMCO's progress toward improving sta.cdards of
training and profess.ional qualifications for handling hazardous mate:•ials and
noxious chemicals in bulk. The article makes the following points:

In early 1970, an IMCO working group urged action to strengthen and
Improve standards of training and proaessional qualifications of mariners.
This recomendatiort was prompted by the rise in maritime ca6ualties and pollu-
tion. The Maritime Safety CO.xittee of IMCO has made recomuendations on train-
ing and qualifications of ?rmrortnel handling hazardous chemicals in bulk. An
international conference ,on the subject is tentatively scheduled for 1977.
The public will be given an opportunity to express its views before these
recomendations will be implemented in the United States.

IMCO's document recommends that administrations require officers and
ratings to undergo special trairing and complete minimum periods of service on
suitable ships to qualify in cargo operations. It also recomiends training
in elementary physics, chemistry, and toxicity, as well as in the hazards
associated with handling volatile and toxic mater-klUs.

Amendment to Regulations (Maneuvering Characteristics), Proceedings of
the Marine Safety Council, Department of Trnnsportation, U.S. Coast
Guard, Volume 32, No. 3, March 1975. 77

This article announces amendments to fl leral regulations concerning
maneuvering characteristics, setting forth the following requirements.

Maneuvering information must be displayed in the p:1.lothouse on ocean
and coastwis3 tank ships of 16,000 gross tons or over. Infoimation must be
displayed on full and half speed, turning c, .le diagrams to both port and
starboard, time and distance to stop from h~if and full speeds, speeds at which
auxiliary devices such as bow thrusters are effective, and other information.
Maneuvering information muet be provided for normal and ballast conditions for
various combinations of weather, current, and hull conditions.

IMCO Urges Trial Use of Standard Marine Navigational VocabularyX
Proceedings of the Marine Safety Council, Department of Transportation,
U.S. Coast Guard, Volume 32, No, 3 to No. 5, March, April, and May 1975.77

This is an article on dl.fficult:ies in international mar:Ine communi-
cations. It makes the following :ounnenta.

The International Telecomunications Union, in 1974, designated
Channel 16 as the VHF-FM International Distress Safety and Calling Frequency.
In Uoc$3. inland waf'ers, i:.he Bridge-•:o-Bridge Radio Telephone Act of 1975 requires
shipu to be capabie of transmitting e&d receiving on Channel 13, also.

The is~t major obstacle to ef-fective, ship,-'to-hip iomax.ation .s

the language barrier between ship's .crews of differing nattonalitie';o The

~A
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Maritime Safe-y Committee of the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative
Organization (IMCO) has developed a standard marine navigational vocabwnlary
for use on a trial basis. After concluding that the English language is the
closest to a universal tongue among the world's mariners, the working group
of !CO has drafted a glossary of standard nautical terms and phrases in
English to be used in all ship-to-ship communications. A standard vocabulary
will also allow non-English-speaking watchstanders to communicate phonetically.
IMCO has asked all member governments to conduct trials of the vocabulary and
the U.S. Coast Guard has asked that the vocabulary be placed in handy reference
for use on U.S. ships. The use of the vocabulary is not mandatory.

Use of Merchr-t Marine Radar b~y Deck Officer•, Mara, Thomas D., Paper
presented to tL.ie Federal Cow1 incations Com, ,shion and the Radio Technical
Commission for Marine Servicc3, March 29, 1968. 3

In this paper, Mara discusses the use of radar by deck officers in
operating merchant vessels. Mara concludes that a cause of collisions might
be that the number of radar contacts has exceeded the operator's processing
capabilities. Investigation of collision risk based on time required to detect
collision courses showed an 89% probability of detecting a single collision
course when only one collision course was presented among other targets. How-
ever, the probaiulity of the operator's detecting the third of three simul-
taneous collision courses is only 38%.

Casualty Review of Foreign Flag lee.t (because of the proprietary
nature of this study, neither the sponsor nor author can be revealed
nor can the nationality of the fleet be identified).

Some 75 casualties were analyzed from the year 1970, with the

following conclusions.

Most collisions and groundings occur during twilight hours, with a
high incidence of collisions and groundings during the chief or first mate
wat-7ies.

When analyzed by nationality of the officer on watch, officers of
one national extraction showed a high incidence of collisions, while those
from another showed a hlh incidence of groundings.

Excessive reliance is being placed on local pilots.

Ships' officeýs are apparently not making effective use of all
operational. navigation and piloting equipment provided. Radar equipment is
not being properly maintained,

ii
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CHAPTER 5

EXISTING STATISTICAL DATA BASE

Previous MTM reports have discussed the statist:ical data base for
merchant marine casualties in some depth. A 1970 report entitled Meorclkvt
Marine Safety 46 and a 197M report entitled Merchant Mariiw Casualtb, D7ata
cited numerous deficiencies in data with particular emphasis on lack of usable
personnel-related information.

The 1973 report recoumended that a National Merchant Marine Casualty
Data System be established by forming a federat:i.on of existing data collec-
tions and systems. It further recommended that the systems, which would be
under USCG management, include indicators of personnel and equipment eatposure
time and a greater level of detail on the causes of personnel fault.

To date no significant action has been taken to improve the data base
at the federal level. The primary sources of casualty information are rtill
fragmented and incomplete. For purposes of zhis study, four data collections
are reviewed: Lloyd's Statistical Tables, the U.S. Coast Guard Annual Statis-
tics of Casualties, the Marine Index Bureau's Statistical Analyses, and the
U.S. Department of Commerce Seamen's Employment Analysis.

Lloyd's Register of Shipping Statistical-Tables constitute the major

source of international casualty statistics. Lloyd's provides no personnel
statistics, however. For purposes of this study, they have been useful only
in evaluating the overall safety performance of the U.S. merchant fleet.

According to Lloyd's 1974 Statistical Tables, the U.S. merchant marine
lost 21vessels (100 gross tons or over) for a total of 30,940 gross tons dur-
ing 1973.* This loss is 0.21% of the total U.S. merchant fleet tonnage. U.S.
safety performance ranked behind that of 14. other countries listed by Lloyd's.
Among the traditional maritime powers, the United States ranked behind Great
Britain, France, Germany, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, USSR, and Sweden. Of
the malor maritime powers, Liberia, Greece, Italy, and Panama showed poorer
performance.

U.S. merchant marine safety performance can be seen in perspective
In Figure 5, which shows the percentage of tonnage lost by the seven largest
maritime powers (Liberia, Japan, Great Britain, Norway, Greece, USSR and U.S.)
from 1967 to 1973. The performance varies from year to year, with the United
States registering a good performance in 1970. The U.S. performance, Uith
peaks in 1969 and 1971 and valleys in 1970 and 1972, closely resembles that of
Liberia, Norway, and Greece;. Japan and the United Kingdom register somewnat
of a counter-trend.

Lloyd's Register of Shippi.ng, Statisti.cal Tables 1974, Novetber 1.974, p. 71o
1L91 3 io the last yeaLr recor.ded :W the 1974 tablego

10 1*
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Lloyd's Statistics show that in the period 1967 to 1973 Great Britain
lost 78 vessels totaling 175,732 gross tons, compared to a U.S. loss of 108
vessels totaling 246.072 tons. During this time, the United States has operated
a smaller merchant fleet than that of the United Kingdom in both numbers of
shi: s and total gross tonnage.

Since human error is the largest single cause of merchant marine casu-
alties, it might be concluded from the Lloyd's Statistics that U.S. crews do
not perform as well as those of the United Kingdom.

The USCG Annual Statistics of Casualties are published each year in
the January issue of the Proceedings of the Marine Safety Council. They con-
stitute the major source of U.S. casualty statistics. The data are compre-
hensive but difficult to apply directly to human-error analysis because of the
way they are categorized, usually by a single cause.

Any absolute reliance on these data assumes that all casualties are
reported, all are correctly categorized, and estimates are accurate. These
criteria are rarely met in any data base and are subject to.question in this
case. For instance, the USCG admits some inconsistencies and is particularly
concerned about dollar loss estimates. There is rarely only one cause for a
casualty. Normally a chain of causes can ba traced and assignment of a single
cause is a highly subjective judgment.

Table 1 is a comparison of various types of vessels, casualty loca-
tions, and casualty costs resulting from material failure. It is assumed that
most casualties not classified as material failure involve some element of
human error. Therefore, Table 1 gives an indication, by inference, of the
magnitude and incidence of casualtiea relatcd to human error.

Items 1 and 2 in Table 1 show the number of casualties and the num-
ber of vessels. A casualty, such as a collision, rAy involve two or more ves-
sels, and therefore the number of casualties is less than the number of ships
involved. Since the concern is with crew performance aboard ship, the vessel
figure is more meaningful. In the vessel category, the 15% material failure
suggests that 85% of the casualties may 'nave involved some type of human error.
This figure is consistent with a 1972 estimate that 85% of the amount paid
out in U.S. insurance claims annually was related to human failure. 2

Perhaps the data on vessels totally lost are thn most meaningful.
The loss of a vessel rarely escapes reporting, and these Idata, although com-
prising relatively few v •ssels, exclude minor groundings and machinery mal-
functions. The 16% to 180 material casualties for FY 1974 tend to support the
general estimate that 85% of merchant veesel casualties are huntan-urror caused.

Cop'-,i:rison of items 18 to 23 in Table 1 confirms beliefs that human
ý ror .s mo6 . prevalent in inland operations than off shore. .i

Other possible conclusions that might be drawi frr. Table 1 are that
larger ships are more likely than smaller ve:sseJi t:o be :Involvccl !.n humt -ejrror
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TABLE 1

MATERIAL FAILURES IN

MERCHANT MARINE CASUALTIES

USCG Annual Statistlcs of.Casualties.FY.1974

Number Percentage
Attributed Attributed

CTotal to Material to Material
Categor•_..... Nuaber ..... Failure Failure

1. Number of casualties 3388 756 22%
2. Number of vessels 5413 820 15%
3. Number of inspected vessels 1763 338 19%
4. Number of uninspected vessels 3650 482 13%
5. Inspected vessels totally lost 54 9 16%
6. Uninspected vessels totally lost 298 55 18%
7. Foreign vessels 288 16 05%
8. Inspected freighters 488 148 30%
9. Inspected tankers 210 58 28%

10. Uninspected tugs 1395 87 06%
11. Vessels over 10,000 tons 711 155 22%
12. Vessels 1,000 to 10,000 tons 953. 94 10%
13. Vessels over 500 feet 848 189 22%
14. Vessels less than 10 years old 2210 302 14%
15. Vessels 10 to 20 years old 1209 163 13%
16. Vessels 20 to 30 years old 915 156 17%
17. Vessels 30 years and over 1079 199 18%
18. Atlantic Ocean casualty 168 55 33%
19. Pacific Ocean casualty 371 187 50%
20. Gulf Ocean casualty 136 45 33%
21. Inland Atlantic casualty 603 87 14%
22. Inland Gulf casualty 659 85 13%
23. Inland Pacific casualty 476 157 33%
24. Estimated loss (vessel)

x 1000 $101,090 $14,779 15%
25. Estimated loss (cargo)

x 1000 $ 12,287 $ 786 06%
26. Estimated loss (property)

x 1000 $ 41,272 $ 746 02%
27. Total estimated loss

x 1000 $154,649 $16,311 11%
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accidents (items 10, 11, 12, 13) and that vessels in the 10- to 20,year-old
category have the lowest percentage of material failure (items 14, 15, 16, 17).

The Marine Index Bureau is a commercial depository for illness and
injury data on personnel in the U.S. merchant marine. The Bureau publishes a
statistical Aialyeis of these data. The March 21, 1975, analysis stated that
"employment aboard deep-sea U.S. flag vessels reached a 50-year low in 1974".
In 1974, there were, on the average, 24,900 seafaring jobs. In 1925, there
were 56,60C seagoing jobs, and in 1945, the peak during World War II, there
were 161,000 seagoing jobs. The analysis shows that as job totals decline
the rate of reported illnesses and injuries rises.

For 1974, illness and injury affected 68.1% of the seagoing work
force. The most numerous illnesses reported were respiratory infections (5.56%
of the seagoing work force), gastro-intestinal (4.39%), arthritis (2.54%),
skin (2.24%), arid teeth (2.13%). The most prevalent injuries reported in 1974
were contusions, etc., to extremities (9.57% of the seagoing work force), back
sprain (6.47Z), extremity fracture (4.85%), and head contusions (2.49%).

Reported injuries by type of accident were 13.9% falls on the same
level, 13.1% assault or altercation, 12.5%' slip (not fall) or overexertion,
12.2% struck by an object, and 11.8% foreign ýodies in the eye.

Of particular interest to this study are the data in Table 2 on
psychoneurosis, epilepsy, alcoholism and drugs, suicide, and fainting or
dizziness.

TABLE 2

SELECTED STATISTIC. JN THE
HEALTH OF THE U.S. SEAGOING WORK FORCE

Percentage of all Ratings

Cae'ýer No. of Cases 1974 of Total Work Force

Deck Engine Total all
Officers Officers Ratings ••1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Psychoneurosis 8 15 235 1.16 0.90 0.83 0.88 0.94 I
Epilepsy 3 2 39 0.14 0.10 0.13 0.12 0.16
Alcoholism; drugs 3 4 47 0.34 0.19 0.23 0.20 0.19
Suicide 0 1 2 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.01
Fainting; dizziness 5 17 194 0.77 0.60 0.69 0.71 0.78

Statistics held by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Mario-
time Manpower, on average ages of seagoing personnel are particularly pertinent
to this study. As Table 3 shows, the average ige for all major categories
continuns to climb and is approaching 50 years in each majoor job category.

½9
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SCAPTER 6

JOB DESCRIPTIONS

To gain a prcper understanding of human error in the merchant marine,
it was necessary to develop a clear and consistent description of the various
types of work aboard ship. Although most of the Panel members had some form
of shipboard experience, they. needed job descriptions as a starting point for
examining the sources of human error.

Job descriptions for merchant marine activities have been documented
in many forms and levels of detail Many are vague and the data seldom include
exposure time. It appeared to the Panel that, if there were to be any apprecia-
tion of the opportunity for human error, some measure of exposure was required.

A payroll automation project undertaken by MTRB44 in 1968 was studied
by the Panel as a possible. source. of. data on hourly exposure by tasks. From
these data, a typical work routine was restructured for 25 jobs over a 12-day
coastal voyage on a 37,000 DWT tanker with a crew of 37. This material was
then organized into the job descriptions given in Tables 4 through 9, Because
the job descriptions were taken from payroll data, the hours may be somewhat
inflated. For instance, excused absences are paid time in which work was not
actually performed. Also, in some cases a full hour might be paid for less
than a full hour's work. The tables list work routines for six jobs, i.e.,
licensed deck, unlicensed deck, licensed engineer, unlicensed engineer, radio,
and stewards. The licensed deck jobs exclude the master but include the chief
mate, thr 2nd mate, and the 3rd mates. Table 4 shows that in this case the
chief mate's position included watchstanding. When excused absences are de-
ducted from the total 1-.urs paid, the chief. mate was working more than 12 hours
a day ou widely varying tasks. In addition to watchstanding, the chief mate
supervised cargo stowage and tank cleaning and tended to administrative matters. I
The 2nd and 3rd utates worked approximately 9 hours per day after excused
absences are deducted. Their primary duties were watchstanding, with some time
worked on cargo stowage and discharge.

1he unlicensed deck jobs aboard the tanker were ordinary seaman (OS),
able-bodied seaman (AB), and boatswain. Examples of these jobs in Table 5 show
that all unlicensed deck personnel were assigned maintenance tasks, including
chipp:-ng, painting, and cleaning. In addition, some of the Jobs require watch-
standing, with some ;aen standing watch and performing maintenance tasks simul-
taneously. Excluding excused absences, the watchotanders on average were paid
for more hours per day than the day workers. The ABs aboard ship rotate as
helmsmen and therefore serve a key conning function. In the examples provided,
the quartermaster, able-4hodied seaman (QM/AB), and the able--bodied seaman (AB)
were paid approximately 14 and 3.2 hours per day resl!•ect:Lvely.-

The licenued engineering j obs aboard the tanker included tho chief
eg:W.neer :jud ýý14e Ist, 2nd, and 3rd ast-.etant engineers. As t3ho(Yn in Table 6,
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the routine watchstanding duties are covered by the 2nd and 3rd ahsiastet
engineers. The chief engineer averaged approximately 8 hours per day piAi-
marily in supervisory functions. The watchstanders also perform maintenance
and repa:I.r work.

The unllcersed engineering jobs aboard the tanker are the chief
pumpman and 2nd pumpman, engineman, and wiper, as shown in Table 7. The
engineman is the primary unlicensed watchstander.

The radioman averaged 11.1 hours per day in the example shown tn
Table 8.

The stewa):d's jobs are all maintenance and hotel functions. Job
descriptions for the chief steward, chief cook, 2nd cook, galleyman, messmen,
and utilities are shown in Table 9.

Overtime provisions in maritime labor contracts provide an incentive
for long work hours aboard ship and in some cases the number of overtime hours
worked are at the discretion of the individual, consisteut with sound manage-
ment and supervision.

iI
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CHAPTER 7

CASUALTY FLOW DIAGRAMS

The Panel developed casualty flow diagrams as an aid to understanding
the relationship between merchant marine casualties and human error. The pur-
pose of the diagrams was to identify those junctures at which human error could
become a factor in casualties. The Panel exercised care to avoid confusing
this process with fault tree analysis, which is a considerably more sophisti-
cated technique.

A properly executed fault tree analysis of the causes of merchant
marine casualties would have been a massive, if not impractical, undertaking
because of the extremely large number of permutations and combinations of cir-
cumstances in merchant marine operation. Such an undertaking also woulP have
been prohibitive because not enough is yet known to quantitatively defiae sus-
pected human errors and their interaction in maritime casualties.

The Panel's casualty flow diagrams are shown as Figures 6 through
11. These diagrams logically display the interrelationship of possible causes
of the two most undesirable events that can happen at sea: the loss of or
damage to a ship and the death or injury of personnel. These two top-level
events are shown in Figure 6.

A ship can be lost or damaged as a result of three events: founder-
ing (Figure 7), explosion or fire (Figure 8), or grounding or collision
(Figure 9). Death of or injury to a crew member can result from deliberate
events such as criminal acts or suicide as well as from inadvertent events
like burns, drowning, electrocution, falling, being hit, natural causes,
poisoning, suffocation, or horseplay (Figure 10).

The purpose of these diagrams is to provide a systematic means of
relating merchant marine casualties to human behavior.* When the Panel estab-
lished that human error was a possiV Ie contributor to an event leading to the
loss of a ship or death and injury, the type of such human error was classified.
It soon became apparent that most human error can be reduced to a limited num-
ber of types. The Panel thus defined 13 types of human error into which all
potentially harmful human behavior was grouped (Figure 11).

It should be emphasized that both the diagrams and the human-error
classes represent an oversimplified presentation of the causes of maritime
casitalties. In actual accident situations, the cause can rarely be limited to

Each eleient in these diagramshould be conoldered as mutually independent
and equally capable of cont'r:•buting to a casualty, although J|.t is recognized ,
that they imay bo :a•trd)ed nto.d only coutr.-ibto3-y in a ll[m:krod miner -i~n
soeme cases°

IIH
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a single event or error. An accident or casualty usilly involves a series
of events and errors that may involve sequences and combinations of humv, acts
of commission or omission and material failure.

To illustrate how the loss of a ship might be t-raced to a specific
type of human error, consider the followirg hypothetical c&ce. Ship X and
Ship Y are steaming on a collision course. Ship X is the privileged vessel
and Ship Y the burdened vessel. The mate on watch on Ship Y is consulting
charts in the chart room and is unaware of the presence of Ship X. The mate
returns to the bridge and notices the oncoming privileged vessel and orders a
turn. Although an emergency maneuver is not called for, the relatively limited

time available requires expeditious action. The helmsman misinterprets the
command and a collision results. Normally this type of casualty would be
loosely classified as "human Error", and those specific human behavioral fac--
tors so critical to effective corrective action to avoid future accidents of
this nature would never be sought. But in this hypothetical case, continued
investigation showed a history of drunkenness on the part of the helmsman.
Subsequent evidence revealed that drinking may have caused the helmsman to
misinterpret the order and to be unaware that his actions were steering the
vessel into danger. The collision would therefore be traced in Figure 9 to
a misinterpreted communication caused by drunkenness on the part of the hulms-
man.

The previous example is an oversimplification. In most cases,
casualties involve a variety of causes. One factor may cause another, or they
may happen coincidentally. Also, there are primary causes as well as contribu-
tory or secondary causes, and differentiating betweoin the two may require
arbitrary judgment. For instance, in the previous example, why did the mate
stay so long in the chart room? Was his inattention ant more or less signifi-
cant than the helmsman's act? Which was actually the pL ary cause of the
casualty? The answers to these questions might be answered by the investiga-
tors and analysts who studied the case or they might never be discovered.
However, there are a variety of countermeasures that can be developed that
will reduce the probability of both of these types of him-an errors going un-
detected or recurring, and this is the primary benefit if the casualty flow
diagrams.

H[
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HUMAN
ER.ROR

-Panic or Shock

ý-;Sickness

-Drunkenness or Drug Influence

-Confusion

.-- nattention

-:Incompetence

- Anxiety

- Fatigue or Drowsiness

- Negative Transfer of Training

. - --'Negligence

I ..--- ,Ignorance

C-alculated Risk

... Fear

FIGURE ii

CATEGORIES OF HUMAN ERROR
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CHAPTER 3

SSUMLAY OF IN.-DEPTHSURVEY

This chapter is a summary of a study completed in July 1975 by
Lakeview Research Inc. entitled "Human Causal Factors in Maritime Casualty
and Near Casualty in the United States Merchant Marine", Volumes I, II, and

The Lakeview study was completed for the United States Maritime
Administration's National Maritime Research Center at Kings Point at the
recommendation of the Panel preparing this study (the Panel on Human Error in
Merchant Marine Safety).

The Panel prepared an ttterim report in June 1973 entitled Hwman
Error in MeArohct Marine Safety, Interim Report. This report recovaeaded that
the Maritime Administration support an in-depth survey by private consultants
under contract with the Personnel Research Division of the National Maritime
Research Center (NMRC) at Kings Point. The Panel provided technical support
to the NNRC in selecting the research firm and in monitoring the progress of
the survey.

The objective of the in-depth survey was to obtain information re-
garding human error as it relates to U.S. merchant marine casualties with
special emphasis on near accidents. In addition to the description of behav-
iors and casualties, a further objective was to determine the frequency of
occurrence of human error in various categories. The primary goel of the
survey was to collect information to develop priorities for research into
causes of merchant marine casualties due to human error.

To prepare for the in-depth survey, the Panel conducted surveys and
distributed questionnaires at two maritime schools in October 1973. The
results from this questionnaire were also to be a substitute data bane for the
Panel in the event the Maritime Administration did not undertake the in-depth
survey. The data collected were used to develop the collection instrument
used in the Maritime Administration in-depth survey. Because the inf-depth sur-
vey was completed, the data gathered in the p-reliminary survey were not i:n--
eluded ;1• this study. However, in the limited categories it covered, it
generall.y supported and confirmed the findings of the final survey.

The Maritime Administration, on the Panel's recommendation, decided
iLn March 1974 to undertake the survey project through its facilities at the
National Maritime Research Center at Kinga Point. A request for proposal was
published on Mar•h 20, 1974, and Lakev:i.tw Researchb, •n••, of Pceel.Akkt3l., New York, *1

vins -w•mrded a .ontract effeotlve Juae 3, 1974.

Sr The p•:o<ect waJ3 eonpiL. ted in J'ulxt..y 1975 and n•nbmntttd to the rsmŽ:1, in

Aug,'zi 1,Pt 197o . .. :w`port crw:f•itJt$: Vo:lsv'. 1x -,1'lvmry 1 iport ; J.• . :311,
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Statistical Analysis of Data (computer printout sheets); and Volume III,
Data Analysis Codebook. In addition, punch cc,:ds containing all of the study
data were turned over to the Maritime Transport,:ation Research Board and the
National Maritime Research Center for follow-on research.

CONDUCT OF IN-DEPTH SURVEY

The survey consisted of two parts, interviews and questionnaires.
The inte---views were conducted to establish the dimensions and variables of
human error and to gain experience for deve].oping and distributing the ques-

tionnaire. The interviewers had marine experience (one was a licensed engi-
nearing officer, another was a licensed deck officer) with graduate degrees in
psychology-related fields (one had a master's degree in psychology, one had a
doctorate in education, and the third had a doctorate in psychology). Inter-
views with 74 persons were comý)leted before the questionnaire was developed.
Through March 1975, a total of 153 successful interviews were conducted. In-
terviews were held with seagoing personnel, Coast Guard officers, regulatory
authorities, and company officials. They were conducted in a variety of situa-
tions, most generally at the interviewee's place of business, whether on a ship,
in a union hai.l, or in an office. In each case, the interviewer introduced
himself, explained the nature of the study, and assured the interviewee that
his anonymity would be preserved.

The other major part of the study was the development, distribution,
and analysis of the questionnaire. The purpose of the questionnaire was to
expand the data base of the study as much as possible, The questionnaire was
designed as a "critiLcal incident" intervf.Lw, posing a series of factual ques-
tlons interspersed with open-end and attitudinal questions. Every effort was
made to remove any similarity to an adversary proceeding or a licensing exami-
nation. Several pre-tests were run on the questionnaire and a fourth version
was circulated to the Panel on Human Error for approval prior to distribution.
The final version of the questionnaire contained 1.92 questions and 44 pages0
A copy of the questionnaire ir, given in Appendix I of this report.

The questionnaire was distributed to unions, pilot associations,
maritime academies, shipping companies, and directly to men aboard ship. A
total of 359 questionnaires were returned of 1,400 sent. Of these, 254 were
of high quality. Only the answers to dlirect•observation questions were used
from low.-quality questionnaires. The gross .:esponse rate was 25.6%; the high-
quality response rate was 18.1%.

SAMPLE CHIARACTERISTICS

Those returning completed questionnaires were as follows:

Pilot 9.8%

Master 19.7%
Deck officer 38.2%
Chief engineer: 7.9%
1,ng:Ln ering offic.r 9. 1%
Tug and harbor personnel 10.2%
Other 5.%
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When compared with available age statistics (Chapter 5), the sample
is considerably younger than the population of active seafarers as a whole.
The average ages of the respondent groups were as follows:

Masters 47.5 years
All deck 42.8 years
All engine 43.2 years
All officers 42.9 years

Of the respondents, 42% sailed primarily :;n international operations,
22.4% sailed in coastwise operations, and 14.6% sail•:•d in harbor operations;
24% sailed on general cargo ships, 20.6% on containe ships, and 30.0% on
tankers. Of the respondents, 46% graduated from the U.S. Merchant Marine Acade-
my at Kings Point and 31.4% from state maritime co'llges. In terms of uniun
membership, 56.9% were associated with the International Order of Masters,
Mates, and Pilots and 11.9% with the Marine Engineers' Beneficial Association.

STUDY FINDINGS

After the survey data were collected, analyzed, and collated, the
findings were grouped by cause. Some of the results are presented here.

Personnel Turnover and Ca y

Seventy-eight percent [167] of those responding tG the question felt
that there was a relationship between personnel turnover and casualties.*
The following are quotations pertaining to personnel turnover from the inter-
views:

1. Interview 040: "At one time, there were very similar ships and very
similar cargoes. Men could take what they learned from one ship to
another ship. Handling characteristics, engine rooms, and routines
were all similar. Today, however, the fleets and cargoes are hetero-
geneous. A mate from a 500-foot ship can bid and get a job on a 900-
foot ship.... They can transfer to wherever they like without being
qualif.ied to handle the equipment. They can learn by on-the-job
experience. Some captains and companies could care less about training."

2. Interview 127: "Many American ships carry Dacca sets in addieAon to
Loran. With rotary shipping few officers except the captain have much
expewience using it. This means particularly calibrating it properly
when changirg lanes and being aware when it is off tuning."

3. Imtervio• 223: "The captain feels that he cannot teach an old dog new

tr:lekIo I)ty of the men he has sailed with are either uiable to learn
or fet'ftl oi new methods, nc-w equipment, and new concepts in marine

"• ••, c 1ýcrw.tagu 1a:.ied ii the par(,:utage of those responding to thie question.
i clonr3 not hA0.uJ- iicsponooo to low-mliality questionnaires. The number

~ CTC4. 'n~rr to 0týw actial xiucv.-i siaking tip the parcantage.
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"transportation. They are m.stly old Liberty. ship sailors of WW II
vintage, They cannot commumiicate adequately either verbally or in
writing. Hic second and third mates are currently 65 and 73 years old
respectively."

4. Interview 232: "At one time there were custom and tradition and it was
rigid but not today. There are too many different ships and captains.
When a man relieves today be isn't told particulars of the ships. If
I line up all the officers, I bet they wouldn't know that we have
loop-type fire muin4 or where the CO2 room is."

5. Interview 258: "Rotary shipping constantly recyclen second and third
mates. Most ave good because they wait for this ship, but it is a
constant training process educating about the hatches, winches, bridges,
etc. Although the concept is good, there is eais office, stabi.iity....
Now the talk for the neut contract il to rotate chief mates through
the hall. This is too much. Who is to assist docking these ships
when the mate is not familiar with them? It seems to me that to sat-
isfy a few fellows in the hall, the union is asking for safety problems."

6. Intervie?- 408: "Unlicensed relief crew is good because we have anagreemeyt with the S.T.U. to have the same men when we were in port.This is not true with the engineers."

7. Interview 903" "One thing is firm. Dry cargo mates should sail only
dry cargo, tanker mates on tankers. Both are different in outlook and
performance. Old dogs do not learn new tricksQ Firings, beefs, foul-ups
occur in this area when a dry cargo mate decides to take a tanker up
and vice versa."

8. Interview 986: "Particularly disastrous is the MMP rotary shipping
concept. The company has no control over the management, training,
and operating practices of its own personnel. The company is forced
to accept incompetence, untrained personnel, no more key men, or can
they place personnel as they see fit."

Physical. 'Limitations and Casualties

When asked if they had ever been in a casualty or near-casualty
where a sudden illness (heart attack, fainting, stroke, dizziness, etc.) of
someone aboard war a major causal factor, 15% [373 of those rercponding to the
question answeved "yes". Of those responding, 31% (11] identified the helms-
man as the person wiAth the illness. Twenty-three percent [583 of those
responding felt .b.Uat impaired eyesight of someone on the bridge had been re-
lated to an emergency. Of those responding to the question on eyesight, 33%
[19] ideutified tihe pilot and 25% [143 identifiied the master as the person
with the impaired eyesight. When asked whether the height or weight of a
man had over been a factor in an emergency situation, .4% [34] of those
Vrouponding ",:o the qtuestion answered "yes".

The 1:ollo ing quotationsi from :L.terviews highlight oome of these
VprOblems:
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1. Interview 223: "The captain relates age to the inability to physically 1
perform job requirements. He feels that many.-current officers cannotI move with sufficient agility to climb ladders, adequately inspect hatches
and holes, etc. He feels that their sight and hearing also leave muchto be desired."

2o Interview 408: '"After a while a man's hearing starts to go. They can't
hear you or the bells any more. During a physical they get throat, lungs,
and x-rays, which is minimal. They are not examined for hearing or seeing
impairment. On MSC ships they used earplugs and on a Farrell ship we
used the earphones that allowed us to hear voices but not the engines....
Another guy would fail to call us when he got in trouble, then he couldn't
stay down there to sort things out. He would begin to throw up. After
a while, I made him carry a bucket."

3. Interview 915: "Unfit for duty is something else. That comes from the
public health doctors, and they usually know nothing about shipping. I
had a case where a doctor gave a seaman a fit for duty with the stipu-
lation that the seaman has three shots a day. A lot of them are kids
out of medical school .... Unfit for duty means broken bones, communicable
diseases or dependence on alcohol with the shakes. Usually a seaman is
sent to public health by the shipping company after an accident. If a
guy wants to get back to sea, a doctor will let him. Public health has
its own physical."

Emotional Stability

Twenty-seven percent [66] of those responding to a question whether
emotional instability of anyone aboard ship had ever been a contributory fac-
tor to a casualty or near-casualty answered "yes". Nineteen percent [10]
identified unlicensed engineering personnel,. 17% (9] identified the master, and
15% [8] identified an unlicensed deck worker as the unstable person. When
asked how often they were required to taký pre-employment physicals, 16% [39]
of the respondents said "never", 40% [55] said before every ship, 3% [7] said
twice a year, 31% (77] said once a year, and 28% [69] ideiktified some othcr
period.

The following interview excerpts refer to the problem of emotional
instability:

1i. Interview 29l: "The devil, sin, and demonically possessed or influenced
men have more to do with marine and other casualties than most people
will be willing to believe. I had a gift of the holy spirit called the
discernment of spirits for a while and could see an evil spirit in the
eyes of a man which would have a burning hateful appearance and these
men comprised up to 40 to 60% of some crews. The knowledge in this case
gave no power so I had to suffer taunts but take no action against them.
(When I spotted them, they also spotted me, and their taunts were subtle
so as not to alert the bystanders.)"

2 Interv:rfw 355: "We get some real crazies. The last trip I had a guy who

wav(fl .IJs arm!3 and talked to himself on dck° It was worth the $500 to
havoŽ 14m r0ent home from Tortswoutho"
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In addition to the interviews, some qualitative remarks were
cuntained in the questionnaire. The followi:ng are some of those relative to
the problem of emotional stability:

1. Pilot: "Change of course to avoid imaginary objects."

2. Master: "Second officer was changing courses and plotting false
positions with no apparent reason.... Epileptics pulling a fit 'when
securing for sea, working on deck, and while steering."

3. Deck officer: "Two men cut three fire hoses into pieces, threw
overboard..,locked in ship's hospital... endangered ship and lives."

4. Master: "Emotionally unfit engineer stopped ship without orders

while in dense coastal traffic."

Alcohol and Drus

Alcohol use appears to bear a direct relationship to casualties and
near-casualties. More than half of those responding, 53% [130], cited in-
stances where drunkenness of a crew member, officer, or pilot was a factor in
an incident. Drugs do not appear to be a serious problem. Only 9% [21] of
those responding to the question about drugs cited them as a causal factor in
merchant marine casualties.

There were manty references in the interviews to the uase of alcohol
and its detrimental effect on the performance of crewmen. The following are
a sample:

1. Interview 288: "They said it was obvious in listening to the Norwegian
captain that he was drunk and didn't know what was going on."

2. Interview 318: "1 have sailed with three of the four mates drunk. The
captain still took her out, seaworthy or not; that's what he was being
paid for."

3. Interview 369: "The second officer was a good man when sober but every
trip on one night watch would take over the watch well. gassed up. Ile
also couldn't in his stupor evaluate the evasive action necessary to
avoid vessels visible less than 5 miles away."

In addition there were some responses to the quest:Lonnaire that
referred directly to the problem of drinking. The following are a samplfe:

1. Master: "QM relieved wheel at 000 in an intoxicated state and thon
suddenly swung the ship's rudder to starboard in a narrow chann.el."

2. Master: "Tn emergency, resorted to drinking anJ fell overboard and
drown•e•l.

3. Master: "Sea•mn was druuk when hb came to the wAhnuxl on the b-APdge A),14
wai stteoring the wroug cort•'e.

FA
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4. Master: "Master was inebriated upon leaving anchorage. Chief mate
quietly took over and alert QM cooperated."

5. Master: "A problem drinker had whiskey aboard and had the whole watch
drunk. Several mates saved the ship before running aground. No action
was taken because of seniority of the men."

6. Deck officer:- "One bad day it seemed as if everyone on the bridge had
a anoot full. Helmsman unable to steer. Mates on watch unable to obey
orders. Master gave improper orders,"

7. Master: "It is part of the code of the sea to protect drunk officers.
Some day I may be in the same situation."

Failure of 0perat¾. ,.al Discipline

A number of instances were reported where personnel failed to perform
expected functions. Twenty-six percent [54] recalled casualties resulting from
failures to folý (w operating procedures; 32% [18] of those said procedures were
not followed because personnel "didn't want to bother". Some 43% [97] said
that when they reported aboard a new ship they were usually left to shift for
themselves.

The following sample of quotations from interviews gives examples of
poor bridge discipline:

1. Interview 374: "Some masters even expect you to work on charts running
the coast.... When the vessel. is on Iron Mike, the mate on watch can
be working in the chart room and both he and his AB or OS are absorbed
in other pursuits. No one is minding the store."

2. Interview 319: "Many captains don't want you to use the r'adar because
it is too delicate and might break. They have no confidence in the
mate.... I don't like maneuvering with the radio on because with the
"pilot's orders, radar plots, and everything, it gets too confusing....
The ship's signals sound aren't used as much as they used to be because
people just don't want to be bothered.... The radio between the bridge

and a foreign ship is not used because the watch doesn't want to bother
because they have no interest or there might be a language barrier."

Crew Discipline and Disctini na_ Action Taken

1lesults of the survey suggest that appropriate disciplinary action
is rarely taken tor violations of regulations or rules. *'or instance, 44%
[55] of those who recalled a casualty or near-casualty related to drunkenness
indicated that no disciplinary action was taken. In a similar vein, 34% [54]
of those responding to the question reported dissatisfaction with U.S. Coast
Guard enforcement of disciplinary actions.

Casualty and Ncar,-CasualtV Experience V

Siotal. of 126 derc:Lit:touu of catxua.tlcLef were roported in deta3.l In
qunseAoapu 1.6, 1.7, and 18 of the questionnaire (see Appendix 1.). They were
broken down -into theC fol'toi.Ang categories :
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Groundings 24.8%
Collision 48.8%
Fire, explosion 8.8%
Foundering 3.2%
Death, injury 7.2%
Cargo loss 1.0%
Equipment damage 4.8%
Pollution spill 1.0%
Other 3. 0%

Most Common Cause of Casualt-

Inattention was ranked as the most commton cause of human error from
a list of 13 causal factors (Question 183, Appendix I) by 29% [70] of those
responding. The next most common causes, ranked in order, were: incompetence,
14% [34]; drunkenness, 12% [30]; fatigue, 9% [231; panic, 7% [18); confusion,
7% [181; calculated risk, 5% [123; and negligence, 5% [l].

Harbor and Port Facilities

Harbor and port facilities were generally deemed mawginal for today's
ships. Twenty-seven percent [62] of those responding to the question cited
harbor and port facilities as being troublesome in bad weather. &i additional
13% [31]1 said they were dangerous to Impossible in less than perfect weather.

The following sample of interviews referred to the problem of *nad&-
quate harbo-).-t ;-),).d port: facilities:

1, Interview 114: "lhe IHouston Shi.p Canal was bullt ui 1919 and :is only
400 feet wide and was never meant for ships of the length, beam, and
deadweight tons in today's trade.

2. Interview J.27: "At one time. the 48.-foot depth in a channel, was sufficient:
water for any ship- Today',.; large tankers draw over 55 feet, Many of
the 48-foot soundings a:ca not charted."

3. Interview 143: "We have the last shipt now at Morgan Point. Yesterday
I brought back a sh:ilp with three tugs; I couldn't hold it in the strong
ebb tide and wind and she rested againsotf the. bank. :1hxia]ily I got her
going and in she went."

4. interview 636: "-ns been on present containership 5 months and considers
it one of the most difficult and tricky to steer he has ever encountered.
Ship runs away from you with applicati.on of 10 degrees rudder, pa-rtivcularly
to the left .... Many near missesp, particularly In 7T-.,our transit of
Houston Ship Canal and in the close ditch to New Orleans."

Pilots Land P11.3.tage

There is a potent:a.a], for casiua]lti.es in the ambiLguity between ther respontioi.blt::IA::[esI of the pilot and the captain iJn p-:[otage waters A numbl
! 'retmoludents 40Z [81] of Ithose aniswin:i.. the questi,.on reported a daugc.;Yowu,
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incident as a result of a coaf lic t between the ctv iain and the pilot. ivi the
cypinion of thofre answering the question, a colli:J on was the casualty most
Likely to result from such a conflict. Seventeen (,.rcent (13] of those recall-
ing a conflict cited drunkeiness as the cause; 4f'i cited over controlling in
ship handling. When asked what happens wh.in a pi'lo (ýomes aboard, 47% (901
of those answering said that he takes complete charge., 20% (38] naid that he
advises the captain and it is then the captain's responsibility t~o make all.
decisions.

The followitng c'iotations from the interviews are on the subject oi
the pilot-captain relationrihip-.

1. Interview 006: "When the pilot comes aboard, everybody F3J.t:s back.. The
watch assu~mes he knows all. In one case the skipper watched while a
ship was driven into a collision."

2. Interview 012. "The harbor pilots arc. regulated by th-. state and the
Coast Guard. It is the harbor plilots wwio are aczountab1.e, not the
docking pilots. The docking piloti; are hired with the tug. The same
pilots keep popping uip in c~ilisions and groundings."

3. InaterviAew 348: "A captain suggested full throttle.... The pilot suggested
ful.]. stern. The captain did not feel that the ship vould respond but
rather would drive, deep into the bank; however, not: knowing, he complied
witht the pi:lot's suggestion. Fortunately it worked."

4. Iniervi.ew 636: "The. helmsman in this Instance ca~ctioned the pilot to
gltu 1w.Ln a course rather than a rudder command. But. the helmomr. , whu
krnows the ship, decidea what rudder it would take to move the ship 35
degrees to the right. Many older pilots would take the ad-ifie from n.)

cru. sort P the captain and if he is below v:ill continute to g:1I.ve orders
hi~ omn way by rudder,~ not coimai.ttiing himself on a clhange in conrse.
If the pilAt so continues, the helmnsman has no recour'se but: to follow
the order. The -mate on watch can wiake a t~hing of it and call the master
to the bridxge. but in thnse' confined waters it is3 not ijaon enough. Things
happ'lii quirckly."

5.Tntzrvjew 912: "Thfe. harbor pilots are not ship,, capt Ins and they take
ri~sk&. thaat are uunecessary They are concerned abo-at keel(ping their
place, in ilte rotation., Sometimes there are two or three. A~hreaat in a
300-4 oot chzinnel and none will give."

The followi~ng --re sanplee of written rcojpf)-PteH or) the queatitonnai~re
that apply to the. probl~c.- of the. 1 rite-r-p~ilot re~lati~onohip.

I.pi1lot, "Capt~ain did not. undersitand the effect of a bank ~uici::lon and
Put engines fr.omn full. ahýixd to 1iull astern. A coll.si~on rve ýJtced and

I Ile. captacla Wau ýJvm.

2. N.'a[Aer, "Pilot noII.aleeop and wao Y:re:.oJ.vved oif' ditty. Mot wj. i lnasierSand n•i Jot j)-i-obAbl.y druik but: no lm~rof alibJc
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3. Master: "Pilot under influence of intoxicants.. This happens two
or three times a year, usually in the winter. I refuse to let: a man
who staggers into the wheelhouse handle the ship."

4. Deck officer: "Captain took over severai times and shaaed the pilot.
Many pilots feel they are indispensible and the vessel cannot proceed
without their penultimate conn."

Fatigue and Disorientation

Of those responding to the question, 31% [77] said that ;xcessive
fatigue had contributed to a casualty or near-casualty. Sixty-one percent
(106] of those answering saicý that the amount of tize, on watch or work tired
the men involved. In most c-|es ihey were referring to captains or watch
continuously for long pe).L:ods and to men involved with docking, undocking,
watch, or canal transits without adequate rest periods.

The fellow:i.g sample quotations from interviews refer to fatigue:

1. Interview 012: "When a ship is assigned, the tug ;.ate operates the
tugboat, while the tug captain operates as pilot on the ship. On the
"tug, they work 6 on/6 off. Say he works 0000 to 0601, at 070o he has
to pilot a ship, this takes say 3 hours, then at noo. he takes his
trick at the whee:l. for 6 hours. He is overworked."

2. Interview 265: "I get more calls betveen the hours of 10 p.m. and
5 a.m. This is because, with the contract, 1nexperienced watch off i-
cers are on duty and no one else is around. Today there are no prvc-
manent deck watch officers. The contract says they have to get off
after 6 months. The 12 to 4 is perpetual.y tired and he misses a meal.
My 12 to 4 brought the ship in, stands a watch until 5 p.m. tonight,
and wi.ll take the ship out at midnight tonight. Nothing will happen
but he 1is just not going to be sharp."

3. Inter•iew 318: "The chief mate suffers from chronic fatigue. I was
up when they brought her in today, worked hard J.A. day, and will be on
the anchor tonight when she goer out. Tomorrow morning I am working
at 8 o'clock to give the boatswain instructions."

4. Interview 972: "A master with a perfect 20-.year record war, in jeopardy
of having his license either revoked or suspended for negligence by
the USCG. His ship was grounded in a case in which the master was
::ouud completely at fault. The 'ýW contention is that many excessive
hours on a bridge cause fatigue, with poor weather and visibility
contribut :f[g.

5. Tnterview 996: "The direct heart of the matter is• the master-'pilot
relationship. The TJSCC charges negligence on the master's part, leaving
the bj: dge inu conn of a pilot, although In pract:ice this is standarud
operafJ.ng procedure and br:ingf up usef iness of a pilol: to re.lievc
fatigued, etc,"
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The following are samples of written remarks taken from the
questiuvnaire concerning fatigue:

1. Pilot: "Excessive. tiredness caused hallucinationc; vivid enough for a
piloz to order a course change in the middle of a narrow channel, re-
sulting in a grounding. He had been on duty continuously for 18 hours
workir-g in bad weather without rest periods."

O. 'ilot: "Such conditions are nonexistent in today's merchant marine
if the individual takas advantage of rest periods."

3. Kaster: "Fatigue is dangerous, an all-too-common characteristic on
short-turnaround containerships. I have been up for 48 hours con-
tinuously piloting, docking, and undocking."

Cal.culated Risk

The acceptance of calculated risk appears to be a major cause of
casualties. The ability to make schedules is viewed by the largest group of
respondents as the single most important factor in a company's evaluation of
a captain's performance. When asked what three among 12 criteria they con-
A4dered most important to their company in grading a captaiti's performance,

40% [74] of those responding indicated that making schedules was the prime
criterion. In second place, checked by 18% [33] of those responding, was
minimizing operating costs. Eleven percent (20] of those responding cited
amount of overtime. When asked how often a captain could refuse to take a
ship out or delay sailing without trouble from the front office, 38% [62] said
"seldom" or a maximum of three times, 26% [42] stated that there was no limit
(as the situation demands), and 23% [37] said that it was up to the captain.

When asked how the company feels about neeting schedules in poor
conditions, 50% [102] of those. responding said that there was strong pressure
to meet schedules.

Most respondents, 62% [1431 said that a captain will accept risks
rather than bs viewed as a "crybaby". Eighty-seven percent [.192'J agreed that
a captain must do all in his power to meet an ETA. -'ifty-two percent D213]
said that calculated ri.sks are part of the game and should be treated as an
operational expense. Seventy-five percent i.174] agreed that scheduling ship's
to ports with minimum tolerance for maneuvn•rability if in the nature of a
calcul-ted risk.

Personnel behavior supportA their attitude stai•oments; 99.6% of the
sample who have had sea experience reported sailing on a ship that they per-fionaLly knew was unseaworthy.

1[te following interview samples tend to support tho contention thatIac.ceptance of high risk is a cause of casualties:

10 o Intetwie:•,w 094/ "When the XXVK suffored severe cXargo dao,•nrc, thn captain
sWhwed down in tMelvY' fjon".! al5 .Wa'tt fneed o•o ause he, did uot ineki tho

c hedunieo. 1Ff there -;1, a gtxn ee argro dA~ve-ry, there is bo aid to
F 1o lkl.~1: (-I~g .
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2. Interview 114: "After a history of tankers.getting stunk drawing deep
draft of 40 feet, the pilots ruled not to take tankers out with more
than 39-foot draft. After much fighting, all companies have accepted
except one because they claim the extra foot is a financial loss of
$60,000 a week."

3. Interview 232: "Sometimes a shore person will sigtest we sail with no
tugs or sail in limited visibility. Thlts reducec kis port operating
expense. The young captains are more subject to ais pressure because
they don't know how much water the company official draws0 If we come
into an anchorage in fog, his budget gets an expense of a launch and
reliefs."

4. Interview 905: "A company dropped a safety program in 1969 which
offered a good bonus to tugs end crews with the least accident claims.
It was observed that the result was decreased productivity, slowdown in
task completion, the desire to opt for less hazardous jobs, to tow
uprtvcr rather than carry a big floating crane, etc."

The following is a sample of written comueats in the questionnaire:

1. Deck officer: "I feel. the company considers me and my license expendable.
The only way to induce the company to stop risking me and my license
would be to uwkn the operations manager directly responsible personally
and financially 'For all maritime casualties of his ships."

2. Tug and harbor craft personnel: "It's part of the job and we get paid
for it. Mines cave in; planes fall; ships sink. So it's a safer life
than walking down a Manhattan street after dark."

iiI Nravigation Aids

Those interviewed felt that navigation aids contribute to casualties
in some cases. Fifty-five percent [114] of those responding to the question
said that they found that shore lights camouflaged running lights of other
vessels on clear nights. When asked what týii;es of navigation aids need the
Wtoat improvementg those responding listed range lights, channel markers, radio
cowmunications, chanlnel lights, RDF stations, Loran, audio signals, and buoy
systems, In that order. When asked what improvements they would make in the
buoy beacon and light tower system along the coatit of the United States, those
responding listed better and stronger lights, radar reflectors, more and better
ranges, transponders, and larger buoys, in that order. Twenty-nine percent
[59] of those responding said they had epq)erienced a casualty or near-casualty
because a channel light in a harbor was confusing or misleading. Most of thoseey-perienced difficulty in 'Losing marker or vessel lights in the shore lights.

The following sample of written responses in the questionnaire tend
to emphasize the navigation aids problem:

1. blaste: "Increase< size o. stryuctures to make daytime visibility
greater. ,
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2. Master: "Standardized lights, buoys, etc.; have all. mid-channel buoys
painted a brighter color.... All approach lights to be high-intensity
green lights.... Radar recognition signals on all beacons."

3. Deck officer: "Light tower should have strobe lights with short-range
continu~ous RDF and long-range DF beacons. Offshore buoys should have
radar reflectors and racon.... give each shore station an identity
transponder for radar use."

4. Deck officer: "Vessel grounded an( broke up becrvje range lights
blended beautifully with shore lights. No, it :'Li: me, I got there
a little later."

5. Deck officer: "Notice to mariners was two months late. Went into Tampa
and all channel buoys were changed."

Radar and Bridge Equipment

Fifty-seven percent [1121 of those responding indicated that thefathometer -as the piece of bridge equipment least likely to be used to its
full potent A. Only 9% [18] cited the radar and 29% [58] checked the RDF.
In the opinion of those answering the question, the equipment was not used
because it was a bother. Fifty-one percent [107] of those responding stated
that their ships were equipped with direct bridge-to-engine control. Of those,
57% [60] said It was used. Of those indicating that bridge control equipment
was not used, 73% (35] said the reason was union difficulties.

When asked what kind of radar display they preferred, 55% [1031 ofthoie responding indicated relative motion, ship's head up, 23% [431 indicated

reY ltive motion, north up, and 23% [43] indicated true motion, stabilized. The
preference of radar seems to be based on whether or not the mate is used to it.
When asked If they had ever experienced difficulty in trying to divide atten-
tion between the radar and other bridge duties, 58% [111] of those responding
answered "yes". When asked about the general policy concerning the une of
radar, 67% [138] said they could use it at will; 32% [66] said they could use
it as needed; only 1% [,"'1 said that it wos off uAless the captain wi3 on the
bridge. Sixty-eight pei .ent [141] of those respoading said that there were
two or more radars on t0.iAr present ship. In general, they wete both in use
during periods of poor weather and fog. Thirty-four percent [66] of those
responding indicatel they had relied on someone else's radar in bic: nging a
ship in or out of a harbor. Only 31% [67] of those responding t3id a check-
off list was used in testing the steering gear and navigational equipment on
a ship prior to leaving port.

The following written responses on the questionnaire apply to radar
and bridge equipmv~nt%

1. Deck officer: "There is too inuch reliance on radar, loran, and other
navigational c:'ds by your,:, officers. When all of the instruments go
dead, the vii. who han Iost the art of manual piloting and navigation
is in real trouble."
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2. Master: "In my experience as a port captain, I found that radar causes
more accidents than it eliminates in harbors. Men rely too heavily
on the radar and fail co keep a good lookout."

3. Pilot: "Dropped my glasses while marking on instruments too small,
but guess I am getting too old."

4. Master: "Poor maintenance of bridge instruments causes problem. On
one ship RPM indicators were wired backwards, reading astern for ahead."

Communications and Signalin Problems

m About a third of those responding, 32% [66] recalled a failure to
use sound signals as a contributory cause of a casualty or near-casualty.
There seems to be some degree of ambivalance about the value of sound signals,
since tha majority 52% [105] feel they are of limited usefulness. Most men
prefer to supplant or supplement them with VHF radio. The ship-to-shore radio
is viewed as useful, but about a third, 35% [69] ignored it in traffi, situa-
tions for a variety of reasons. The basic problem with the radio appears to
be overuse, too much chatter, etc.

The following are samples of written comments on the questionnaire
that apply to sound signals and communications:

1. Master: "Most tug and harbor craft ignor harbor passing signals as
do pleasure craft and fishermen."

2. Chief engineer: "Running in fog, t-racking a ship on radar:, we came
so close we lost the target. The whistle malfunctioned; only blew one
blast, instead of two to indicate our maneuver. We came so close we
could hoar the mate on the other ship shouting orders to his men. The
visibilk.ty was so poor, we never saw them."

3. Master: "Sound signals not so useful in Loday's crowded harbors.
Suggest strobe-type lights for masthead."

4. Master: "VHF i•s better. Sound signals are ok and last resort and/or

for legal protection."

Rules of the Road

The rules are viewed as necessary but restrictive and outmoded.
When questioned on rules of the road, 29% [57] of those responding said that
they had been in a situation where strict obedience to t:he rules was a con-
tributing factor to a marine casualty or near-casualty. Almost half of those
responding, 482 [110] feel jteutifled in departing from the rules to meet normal
expectation in operations. D)ifficulties with the rules seem to involve a
privileged ship that has had to maneuver to avoid collision or a multiple-ship
situation In which the e•orlnect" act/.on wa- uncnlear.

The IfolJLowig Sam-ples of writte n coilinato :-!t. the. qnest lonnaire X-YrLe
appl,. :fcab!.(ý to i:he rl of 1:ho( road.
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1. Pilot: "Not possible under the general prudential rale except to stop
ship in f~g with strong current setting ship to shore or toward another
obj ect."

2. Master: "I never hesitate to disregard rules when obedience to them
would lead to danger under those circumstances."

3. Deck officer: "Over and over you have tho.s right-of-way, you know it's

a collision courso, you must hang on until the next to the last moment."

I.!

I,.t
11i•'
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IU. . DEPARMjNT OF COMMKRCE

MARITIME ADMINISTRATION

NATIONAL MARITIM2 RIESEARCH CENTER
Woes POINT$*N. V. |it*"

TO: Members of the Maritime Community

The size and speed of modern ships, the hazard inherent
in some cargos, and the congestion of sea lanes and
harbors have greatly increased the risI~s of morine trans-
portation.

As an aid in planning a program of research and training
to reduce Merchant Marine casualties, the National Academy
of Sciences and the National Maritime Research Center need
your aid in collecting information about the causes of
casualty. The kind of information most needed is the sort
which never appears 'in Coast Guard investigations or NTSB
Casualty Reports - eye wi:ness accounts of the human actions
which led to marine accidents or neAr misses.

Only the cooperation of the man on the scone can provide
this inforti)ation.

This study has the approval and support of the Maritime
Administration, the Unions, shipping companies and the
American r.oard of Underwriters. A reduction of marine
casualties is in everyone's interest.

Yours truly,

* M~inj{Schwimmer
Director of Personnel Research

MJS/BB '75
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NATIONAXJ MARITIME RESEARCH CENTERc - NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

MARINE CASUALTY STUDY

Tq: Study participants

This study is concerned both with casualty and with

near casualt

A marine casualty is any incident which causes damage to
or loss of a ship or cargo, damage to a shore installa.ion,
or death or serious injury to a crew member. Casualties
include such incidents as grounding and stranding, fire
and explosion, collision and foundering.

A near casualty or "near miss" is defined for the purpose
of this study as any situation which would have resulted
in a casualty if it were not for someone taking immediate
or emergency action.

This questionnaire is being sent to professionals in
every sector of the maritime community. A broad variety
of areas is covered and it is unlikely that you will have
*direct knowledge of them all. Answer those questions that
are relevant to your personal experience. Feel perfectly
free to answer any question openly and frankly. The infor-
mation most needed is the kind that only you can supply:
insight into human action at all levels of the maritime
industry which contribute to marine casualty.

Your absolute anonymi.tX is assured!

In recounting your experience with maritime casualties
and near casualties, try to cover the :rollowing points:

WHO was involved: ranks and positions (no names).
WHAT happened: type of incident, type of ship(s),

equipment and facilities.

"..WHERE did it happen: location, sea and weather.

WHEN did it happen: time of day, month, year.

WHY did it happen: if you know why.

If ou need more space than provided to answer a cLuestion,
uuse th-e-bak of the-When you are finished, returnhe
questionnaire in the postage free envelope provided,
To assure anonymity, DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON EITHER THE
QUESTIONNAIRE OR THE ENVELOPE!

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION AND ASSISTANCE - GOOD SAILING.,

SI
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MARINE CASUALTY STUDY

1. From the list below, check your current position or the
position in which you last sailed; your highest position,
license, or rating; all other positions 'in which you
have been employed at any t-ime in your maritime career.

POSITION CURRENT HIGHEST ANY
OR LAST OTHER

1. Pilot
2. Master
3. Chief Mate
4. 2nd Mate
5. 3rd Mate __

6. Bosun
7. Quartermaster
8. Carpenter
9. Deck maintenance

10. AB _
11. OS __
12. Radio-ficer
13. ist. Asst. Radio Officer
14. Chief Engineer15. ist. Asst. Engineer

16. 2nd. Asst. Engineer
17. 3rd Asst. Engineer
18. Jr. AsstI nneer(ic.)
19. Midshiman or Cadet
20. Electri.cian
21. Reefer Engineer
22. Machinst_
23. Plumber
24. Pumpman ,
25. Tankerman
26. Fireman _

27. Oiler
28. Waterternde __

29. Wiper- _

30. Chief Purser__ _

31. Chief Steward
32. Cook
33. Steward - -
34. Master.• t__...
35. Mate, ti
36. Dockhand, tug
37.. Fng ineeor-- tug
38. Xnaqiný--Tunl{ .T, tiig

J
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POSITION CURRENT HIGHEST ANY
OR LAST OTHER

39. ABS, USCG Inspector
40. Insurance Co. Official
41. Port Official
42. Local Gvt. Official
43. Shipp.ng Co Official
44. Towing Co. Official
45. Union Official
46. Instructo_, Fed. Acad.
47. Instructor, State Acad.48. Instrutr Uiio-n Acad.-

49. Instructor, Other
50. Other. ( Ijif)

2. If you are licensed, in what year did you receive your hiyhest
license?

3. Are you by trade a: Coast Pilot ; Federal Pilot

State Pilot . If a licensed State Pilot, in what year
did you receive your original license?

What waters do you pilot?

4. How old are you?

5. In what state do you live?

6. How many years total seagoing experience have you had?

7. When did you last work on a ship? Month Year

8. About how many months a year do you ship out?

9. Check your primary area of operation:
I:nternational ; Coastwise H Harbor

10. Are you a company employee, working exclusively for one company
or organization? Yes No

11. Check the kind of ships you usually ship out oný;

General cargo Harbor tug
Container ship Coast or ocean tug
Tanker Harbor craft

... Ore or bulk carrier Oil or mining support
Passenger or cruise Coast Guard

... Other (specify)
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12. If you are licensed, in what school did you prepare for your
original license?

Union sponsored school
(specify)

U.S. Maritime Commission School.
(specify)

_____ U. S. Merchant Marine Academy

State Maritime College
.(specify)

____- U.S.M.C. Correspor'dence Course

Other
(specify)

13. In what school, if any, did you prepare for upgrading to your
current license? (specify)

maritime training schools? Yes No

Whin-h ones? (specify)

15. Which of the following Unions have you been affiliated with in
your career?

A.MoO. L.T.P.A.

M.M.P. U.M.W.

N.M.U. U.S.W.

S. :.U. I.B.U.

M.E.B.A. Dist. 1 A.P.A.

M.N.B.A. Dist. 2 . . Other (specif y)

S.U.P. None

H.F.Uo Com)any Union

M.C .S.

(. iW~•O w r dedr,, p3.ene. tuco back of pag)tq'
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19. A "near miss'. in a harbur situation may be defined broadly
as any occasion in which an unanticipated or %umergency
activon has to be taken to avoid a casualty. M~at is your
broad definition of a "near miss" in the open sea?-,

20. In your experience, to what extent are accidents related to
personnel turnover? _____________________

21. Number, in order of importance, y~u reasons for remaining
aboard a ship for more than one voyage. (Most important in
1, next most important is 2, etc.)

Good working conditions

Good money

Good run

Best way to get your own sihip

-~Assigned to ship by company

-- Living conditions

Fine Captain, a pleasure to sail with

Good Shipmates

Doubts about getting another good job soon

- Othier (specify) ___________________

22. Have you ever been in a casualty or near casualty situation
where the sudden illness (heart attack, fainting, "~fit"I, stroke,
dizziness, etc.) of someone aboard was a major casual factor?
Yes :___ No

What happened?____ ________________

(If more space is needed, please use back of page.)
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23. Have you ever been in a situatiun where impaired sight of
someone cQ the bridge was related tc the emergency
condition? Yes N 1o

What happened?

24. Considering overall physical characteristics, have you ever been
in an emergency situation where height or weight of a man on
your ship played a causal part? Yes ; No

How was size related to the casualty or near casualty?

25. Was drunkenness of anyone aboard your ship ever a causal factorof a casualty or near casualty? Yes 1,7o

What happened?

What disciplinary action (if any) was taken?

' 26. Has the use of drugs by men aboard your ship ever contributed

to a casualty or near casualty. Yes ; 1o

What happened?

What disciplinary action (if any) was taken?_ _

27. Has the emotionnl stability of anyone aboard your ship ever
been a corntributing factor to a casualty or near casualty?
Yes : No

What happened?

-NMI
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2S. fHow often do you have to take pre-employment phyaicnls before
job assignment?

before every s~'ip other period
(specify) .

twice a year
never

once a year

29. How regularly have you had your hearing tested L.n a pre-
employment physical?

Always ; Often ; Rarely - Never

30. Check all the things that were testel in your last pre-employ-
ment physical.

Heart Hlearing

Blod p<1,:,ssure _ lernia

Vision

31. Have you ever been in a dangerous situation because someone
aboard your ship was certified as "Fit for Duty" but was really
unfit for duty? Yes 7 No

What happened?

32. Ha--• you or a Ulose friend ever had an "Unfit fur Duty" slip

issued? Yes ; No

What was it issued for?

What agency issued it?

33. In your experience, racial tensions aboard ship: (Select one)

are non existant.

are present but do not interfere with operAtions.

interfere with operations to a limitod ext(nt.

represent a mAjor nource of personnel unrest
and interfere with operations,

other (specify)

-. i
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34. Have you ever experienced a situatiun where interpersonal
hostility due to racial tensions contributed to a casualty or
near casualty? Yes _

What happened?

35. Has any helmsman, (Y7, or wvtch officer ever fallen asleep on
duty on your snip? Yes ; lo

What disciplinary action was taken?

Excessive FATIGUE means being so tired that the job cannot be done

properly. Sluggish actions, sleeping or noddincj on watch, etc.

36. Has excessive fatique of anyone on watch ever contributed to a
casualty or near casualty on your ship? Yes ; No

What happened?

37. Did the amount of time on watch or work tire the men involved?

Yes 0 1O

If yes, how are they working?

"____one-on, one-off or 6+6

___the Captain or watch were on duty continuously for long
periods.

the men involved worked without required rest periods, what
with donking, undocking, watch, cargo, canal transits, etc.

the men tried to work until the job was finished.

excessive heat during work period.

work done on watch

Overtime

excessive overtime

other (specify)
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38. When dons fatigue becouie a problem for bridge personnel on your
ship?

___on entering port

on leaving port

in the open sea

otJe'r (specify) ____________________

39. Have vibiblty limitations because of ship structure (deck
rntructure, A frames, derricks, cranes, etc.) or deck cargo
ever been a contributing factor in a casualty or near casualty?
Yes - Ho

What happened?

40. Have you ever had to conn a ship from a location other than the
bridge in order to avoid obstructions to visibility?
Yes _ No

DISORIENTATION means momentarily being unable to determine your
position or bearing in relationship to your surroundings.

41. Have you ever temporarily becorý.' confused about directions or
discriented bacause of adverse weather conditions, radical
maneuvering, visual interference, or any other distraction?

Yes _ No

If you answered yes, please describe the experience and the
circumstances surrounding it.

About how many times a year does this happen?_,

42. Have you ever observed somteone else become disor 4.ented?

Yes No

if Yeo, what h&ppvned and what do you think caused it?

.-- ' .
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43. Has temporary disorienta:ion of you or someone aboord your
ship ever been the cause of a near miss or a casualty.

Yes No

If Yes, what happened?

44. Have you ever been in a situation where the Captain's quarters
were so far from the bridge that it was difficult for him to
respond and orient himself to an emergency situation when called?

Yes 7 No

45. What are the characteristics of your present (or last) vessel?

Length ; Beam ; Draft _

DWT(approx.) ; Horsepower (approx.) _

Age (approx.) ; Type of Propulsion ;

Radar type ; Bulbous bowg Yes ; No

Bow thrustors Yes -; 1o -

46. What t\pe of ship: (check one)

General cargo Harbor tug

Container ship Coast or ocean tug

Tanker Harbor craft

Ore or bulk carrier Oil or mining supporit

Passenger or cruise Other

47. With respect to the above ship, how suitable are harbor and
port facilities?

Experience 'ittle difficulty at any time.

Not iwvch trouble under ideal conditions, have some
trouble in bad weather.

Dangerous in less than perfect conditions.

Cannot use most harbor facilities.

Other (specify)
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48. If your ship is equipped with a bulbous bow or with bow
thrumtnrs, have you experienceK any difficulty with piers
and dcks? yes ; No .

What kind of difficulty?.

49. In general, on busy dAys, do you find room in most harbors for:
(answer with respect to the above ship)

Anthoring Yes No

Turning Yes ; No -

Passing Yes No -

Waiting and delaying Yes ; No

Maneuvering into pier Yes ; No -

maneuvering around bridges Yes ; No -

50. Have you ever had any problems, with the ship described in
Question 45, in passing through narrow :pan bridges?

Yes _ ; NO

What happened? _____

51. Have you ever had any problems, with aM ship, with bridges
failing to open in front of you? Yes _ No______

What happened? ......

52. Is the draft of your present (or last) ship so great that you must
wait for high tide to enter your usual harbors? Yes ; No _-

53. Have you ever run aground or grounded in a shallow channel in
your present (or last) ship? Yes i No

What happened? -_

(If more space is needed, please use back of page)

p11
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54. How would you describe the bow lookout on most of the ship*
you hake been on?

:'eports what he sees and hears

generally does his job well, misses a aw

cannot be trusted

other (specify)

55. How do you know the lookout can see adequately?

from experience with him and others

the USCG checked hi:i, out when he got h~is original
certificate

I don't know

56. How could co0ruuunications between the lookout and the
bridge be improved?

57. Can you suggest anything in the way of equipment which will
improve the accuracy and reliability of information from
the bow?

58. Have you ever received inaccurate information from the bow
lookout? Yes ; No It was;

reported wronq earing of a sighting

reported wrong ight color

ship reported as buoy or vice versa

resorted illusion of ship or buoy

other (specify) ... .

reported wrong sound signal
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59. Row do you know what the lookoit *s actually doing at his
station?

60. now often are Local Pi ats given a n, undown on a ship's steering

and handling characteristics when they board?

[ Almost every time

Often

S-- Rarely

Hardly ever

61. Is it best for the Local Pilot to:

Tell the QM where he wants to head and let the QUi decide
how much rudder he neeeds to get there

Call out specific rudder commands

Take the helm himself

62. onverted ships, have you found that the engine and rudder

a& adequate for harbor maneuverability?

Yes M 4arginal ; No
63. When transferring rudder commands to the helmsman, have you

every experienced a situation where the helmsman gets confused

and turns the helm the wrong way? Yes _ Uo

Why do you thing this occurred? _

64. Have you ever been in a situation where it was uncertain if the
bow or the stern of the ship w&s swinging? Yes _ No -

Under what circumstances did this occur?

65. When facing aft and giving helm commands, does the decision to
give right or £.:ft rudder commands get confusing?

Yes 1 Ho

66. Have you ever beeni in a casualty or near casualty situation
where ship handling difficulties were • major causal factor?

Yesn •"

What. happen( ?

_____AA
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67. A~though the law requires the Chief i-late, looko!t, and Bs'un,
v c. to man the bow and anchor in confined waters, and tight
channels, in your experience what is the compliance with
this law?

The bow is fully manned whenever required

A partial crew mans the bow when no difficulty is expected

The bow is rarely manned, except for thr- lookout, unless
difficulty is expected

The bow is often unmanned in foul weather since this is

the worst spot to order any human being

other (specify)

68. Have you ever experienced difficulty because the anchor
could not be released when needed?

Yes ; No

What happened?

69. If t 'e anchor ever failed to release when the signal was

giveii what was the cause of failu•.e?

Mechanical ; Human

What happened?

70. Have you ever suffered a casualty or near casualty in an

anchorage? Yes ; No

Was this because:

wind and current severe, anchor dragged

anchorage congested

other ships anchored improperly

local ships, harbor vessels, dredges etc.
operating in anchorage

other (specify)

• i "-- -'"•"= =•:• •-= •= =• ...... 1 Fil . .... 111- " - ,,- • - ;• = = •
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1. in the general m~aneuvering; situ;ti.on into and out of port, etc.

woult it be safeN, to have more men on watch?

Yes 10 lo

If YES, how should t ey be used?

72. Pleasure and fishing craft in coastal sea lanes: (Suiect one)

cause little trouble

are a problem but can generally be avoid-d

pose a severe problem to large, high speed ships

Other (specify)

73. When a Pilot comes aboard and mans the bridge, what gener~ally
happern z?

Ve takes complete charge of conning, maneuvering, and
engine speed, without the Captain's direction.

Ile takes charge of conning, maneuvering, and engine
spead as advised by the Captain.

He advises the Captain what speeds and maneuvers must
be made, tien upon Captain's decision, assumes the
conn, assistina the Captain.

The Captain makes all decisions, msing the Pilot strictly
as an advisor.

74. Have you ever witnessed an incident in which conflict between
Captain and Pilot put thin ship in a dangerous situation?

Yes ; No

Wh'kt happened? -___

75. Have you ever witnesse& an accident or r.,-ar miss because a tug

had insufficient power ur was ineptly handled?

Yes ,o-_; No

What happ:*ned?W

na*at4a
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76. Do the tugs assig~ned t,) your versel appear to have
suftitcient power to hiin~le it in all. weather conditions?

Yes ___

77. Rank order the fl>: ''rsof harbor traffic accord..Ag
to the difficulty ý.-iey cause in entering and leaving harbor.
(Mlost difficult is 61l, etc.)

Fishing vessels in channel

Ferry boats crossing channel

Tugs with tows

Self propelled barges

-Dredges and other semi-fixed craft

Other ocean going vespels

Pleasure craft

leaving h~arbor because of. .heck those that apply) o

Blind spots where ciiannels converkp

Exc~essive crtess channel traffic

-~Poor ship to ship commnunication

Inadequate ;urning basins

-Poor visibility because of prevailing weather conditions

-Other (specify)

79,. Have you ever had a casualty or near miss at the blind inter-
s".tion of two hays.T½-r channels? Yos 140~

Whi~t Fhappened?

A1
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80. Does your company favor the use of Coast P.'lots in such
congested areas as the North Sea, English Channel, Baltic, etc.

Yes N o -

91. Company policy aside, would you prefer the use of Coast Pilots
in areas such as the above. 7as ; No

Sta;e a reason for your answer

82. As a Pilot, have you ever taken a ship in or out when you felt

the risk was excessive because of poor weatter conditions?

Yes _ ?No

Why did you take the action ynu did?

83. From your experience, what is the most danger-,us locption
in most harbors?

64. Have you ever had to back up a very tired Pilot?

Yes ; ?o

Was he a Docking Pilot _ Harbor Pilot
Coastal Pilot

85. If you are a Pilot, how many ships do you handle each
week?

What day of' the week do 1 u take the most ships?

1'bat kind ef Pilot are you?

86. For a Pilot working in limited visibility, who is the most
:,Important?

Bow lookout

HeJ meman

Captain

Hate on watch

. .Other (pecify) _....__

1NI MII'l
=-
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87. How doe.s your company measure a Captain's performance?

Select the three most important from the ffrlowingt

Crew turnover per trip

Amount of overtime

Amount of cargo carried

Making schedules, being on time

Amount of turnaround time and longshore costs

Man hours lost in accidenits

Tug, Pilot and launch costs, etc.

Passage time, port to port time

Fuel oil expended

Minimizing operating and maintenance costs

Minimizing cargo damage

Other (specify)

$8. In your company, how often can a Captain refuse to take a ship
out or delay sailing without trouble from the front office?

89. How does your company feel about meeting schedules in poor

conditions? (check one)

Company insists that schedules be met at all costs

Strong pressure to meet sched'tles but left to Captainus
discretion to accept prudent risks

Captain is on his own as to trade off between vch•dula
and risk

__ _(>pany safety oriented but leaves Captain decide what
risks to be taken

Company safety oriented and ins,'sto no visk -hatever
be taken to meet schedules

90. Approximetely how much does it cost to opeýate your vessel
per hour? $
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WV WR&T 9"E.IT DO Y/OU AGR.E OR DXSGRXB WITH THE FOLLOWING
STATW(2WTS -IN QUESTIONS 91 THROUGH 95.

91. Captains of larle ships and of tugs will often chance proceeding
under adverse conditions rather than face front office criticism
as a "cry baby".

Agree completely

Generally agree

Uncertain

Generally disagree

Completely disagree

92. Once longshore gangs are ordered and an ETA set, it is up to
the Captain to do all in his power to meet the schedule.

Agree ccmpletely

Arree generally

Uncertain

Generally disagree

Conpletely disagree

93. Calculated risks are part of the game awd are naccssary if a
company ic to reptain in business. Loes should 1e treated
am an operational expense.

Agree corqiletely

Generilly agree

Uncertain

Generally ditegr"

Completely dixao ree

94, Schedul£'kg l&rger, deep draft vessels to ports with minimum
tolerance for maneuverability ia 4 ths nature of a calculated
risk.

Agree congletely

Generally agree

i'ncertmin

",enerally disagree

Cplf~y diagre
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95. Calculated risk vituaticna never involve dftparture from the

Rules of the Road.

.- Completely Agree

Generally agree

Uncertain

Generally disagree

Completely disagree

96. CAlcu7 ted risks involving ship handling might best be
defint-1 as:

One(s) vhich involve standing the ship in a more or
less dangerous situation for a period of time

One(a) which could involve standing the ship in danger
for a period FT-Fuie

Sinply a difficult route choice over an easier, longer
route choice

Hone of the above I would describe calculated risk
as

97. In co~mmitting a ship to a calculated risk situation, successful
completion is presumed cont..ngjent upon: (rank order iin terms of
importance) (1 most important, 2 next, etc.)

Everyone involved executing his job in a
professional manner

Cool headedness prevailing

Optimum, efficient machinery performance

That known "adverse conditions" do Lot worsen

That the "other fellow' (if one is involved)
does whitt he is expected to do

Luck

Other (specify)

98. How do you feel about accepting caIculated risks as part of
this job?
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9. Have yau ever sailed on a ship which you Inew to be
"*unseaworthy"? Yes _ _ No

In what way was the ship unseaworthy?

Why did you sail on her?

100. Have you ever witnessed a casualty or near casualty whichresulted from somone trying to outguess oz anticipate whatanother ship would do? Yes ; No

What happened?

101. In your experience, are new personnel aboard ship t"orzighly
briefed on their duties in emergency nituations?

Yes : No

102. Is this knowlege ever tsted by emergency drills?

y; No Rarely

103. Who in your experience instructs bridge personnel of thnir
"specifc duties in emerqency situations?

104. When something goes wrong, do the seamen xboard your hlip:

Carry out preplanned emergency procedures

Wait to be told what to do

•'ake action on their own

Try to avoid getting involved if it is not their
immediate concern

Other (specify)

3.05. Does your c=paiy have a safety program?

Ytiro
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106. What kind of program is it? (Check those that apply)

Generally propaganda about safety

Training in safe procedures

Bonuses and rewards for safe operations

Company safety inspections, safety officers

Other (specify)

107. In your opinion, is the prcqram adequate?

Yes ; No

108. In an emergency situation, how do yu know what to do?

Cormon sense
4.

Contract spells it out

Tradition and custom

Remembered from USCG examinations

Practice drills with other )ersonnel

Experience, it has almost always happenod before

Other (Speulfy)

110. Does your ship have a damage control progrim?

Yes ; No

111. On the ship you are currently on, are maintenance and operating
manuals easily available?

Yes ; L

How do you get t'ý--•?

Have you reviewed any of them? Yes ; No

112. Do you find that shore lights c '-ouflage the running lights
r•f other vessels on clear nightý ?

Yen, of 41n ; 1Sometimes .. arely

LA
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113. In your opinion, What type of aids to naviqatirýn reed the
most improvement?

Pange lights Channel lights

Channel markers RDF stations

Radio comunications LORAP

Audio mignals, bells, horns

Other (•pecifl,).

UI.4. What impr'•vanents would you make to the buoy, beacon, light
tower eystem alon.9 the coast of the U.S. to keep rAce with
new ship size and spmd?

115. Have you ever experienced a casualty or near casualty bacazimp
the channele linot kep a harbor we.e confuzing or mislooding?

Yes ; No

What happened?

116. Have yo.u ever experien~ced a casualty or near casualty because
charts were not kept up to date.

• ;iYes No

I What happened?

117. From your experience, are decisions to turn t ,t . in a
potentially dangerous situation usually based e

Visual observation

Radar plot and track

Other (Specify)

AM4.. -. . .-
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118. Which of the following pieces of bridge equipownt are most
likely not to be used to their full potential?
(Check thoume that, apply)

___ a thmseter

-Radar

____Radio direction finder

-Loran

-Ship to ship radio

____Gyrocompass

119. Why is this so: (Check those that apply)

-- It in usually broken

Don't know how to operate it

-It is saved for emergencies

____Using it is a bother

The watch is too bu~sy

Other (specify)_______________

i2J Is your preseyst ship *quipped with direct bridqm to engine

Istr' Yes N

Why mits? -

12. you are m dv aff~ivar., what kind of radar dimplay

True a ~tio, stablAi:,Ud (O*cvcA type)

W do yo%ýh~

Pk~~dd m140* ouvof zturi'q'? 'I"~

1"a v.pnd
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123. Are you qualified to operate LORAN v OMrGA;
DECCA NAVIGATOR 7 (check those that apply)

Where did you receive your training?

124. Have you ever experienced difficulty in trying to divide
your attention between the radar and other bridge dutiec?

Yes _ No

How did you decide what to concentrate on?

125. On you present ship, can you get the standby to come to the
bridge immediately?

Yes ; No

If not, why not?

126. On the ships you usually sail, what is the general policy on
using the radar?

Leave it off unless the Captain is ona the bridge

Use it when you want but only when you redlly nLed it

Leave it on, use it at will

127. From your experience, when the general policy is not. t. use
the radar freely, what is the usual reason given?-

No one aboard to repair it

Too delicate and might break down

-. , M.G. sets make noise over the Captain's quarters

The Captain dcesn't like it

You should learn to do withnut it

It zhoul be saved for when you really need it

Other (please list)

..
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128. Axe there two or more radars aboard your present ship?

Yes No

UMder what conditionu are two radars used simultaneously?

129. In confined waters, in periods of fog, falling &now, or heavy
rain, the Local Pilot may be the only one who can interpret
the radar correctly?

Yes No

130. Have you ever relied on someone elses radar (nearby ship, shore
station, etc.) when bringing a ship in or out of harbor?

Yes ; No

131. Have you ever experienced a casualty or near casualty because
romeone had difficulty in reading bridge instrumentation
because of poor design or lighting?

Yes _ _ No

What happened?

13. Prior to leaving pcort, testing the steering gear and navigational
equipment is performed on your ship by:

Is a wri3te n chock-off list used? Yes ; No

If something i wrong, what do you do?

133. Have you ever beon in a casualty or near casualty situation
where failure to follow specified nperating procedures by one
of the matn aboard your ship was a major causal factor?

Yes - No

Wh&L happened?
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134. What was the piocedure that was neglected?

135. Who &:,ermined the operating prnccfIrve?

Caprain

Other officer (specify)

Traditional custom

USCG

A manual or reference

Other (specify) _

136. Why wasn't the' procedure follwed?

Didn't know what to do

Didn't want to bother

Was in a hurry

- -Busy doing other tasks

Followed the wrong procedure

Other (specify) _ _

137. When you come aboard a new ship, are you usually:
(check those that apply)

Left to shift for yourself

Introduced to watchmates

I •Asked about your past experience

Fully briefed on ship and duties

____Other (specify)

138. If you were not fully instructed in duties and equipmnt
operations, is it because:

You were expected to know

The person you replaced left withou,. bothering to tell you

IV is not customary fn board this ship

You were expected to read the job descriptOn

It is in the contract

U&ir(XP~ify)

i,
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139. The rules which apply to Masters and Mates for radar plottinlg
and interp-etation on the high seas and ýý:nterriational waters

should be t~he mom~ for pilotage waterui.

____Agree completely

Gener&Vly agree

____Uncertz~in

- Generall1y disagresý

- xtipletely disagree

140. It has been said that the new, large, high speed (22-33kt.)

vessels present peculiar problems in navigation and Rules of
the Road compliance. In your experience, what are some of
these problems?

141. In your experience, what are some ,-1 thn Rules of the Road
compliance problems with the super iargje VLCCs with fheir
limited maneuverability?

142. Have you ever been in a situation where strict obedience to the
Rules of the Road was a contributing factor in a marine caiuu&1ty
or near casualty?

Yes No ___

What happened?___________________

(If inore eptcoe is nieeded, please use b;A.k of page)
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143. Many collisions have resulted from failure to uxe sound signals.
If your ship has ever failed to use a aound signal, why do you
think it occurred?

Confusion over what to do

Didn't want to bother

Didn't want to disturb crew or Captain

Didn't he;,t; ther signal because of interfering noise.

Didn't know what signal to sound

Would add to the confusion of a difficult situat..on

Other (specify)

144. Have you ever experienced a casualty or near casualty situation

because of failure of either party to use properi sound signals?

Yes _; No

What hippened?

145. How often do you confirmi a auund signal with VHF?

Regularly

_...._ Sometimes

Rarely

146. In your experience, how often are the requireO whistle signals
used in and around harbors?

Rarely

Not as often as necessary

As often as necessary

Too ofteii

147. How i-.eful do you think sotmd signals actually are in today's
crow.dd harbors?

ogtinzd #147 quetion, next page)
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What would you suggest as a substitute for sound signals?

148. Have you ever experienced a situation in Yhich souncding the
signa.l required by the Rules of the -id would have made the
sitr ,;ion more serious by confusing other ship?

Yes ; No

What i-ap the situation?

149. Have language difficulties between your ship and another ship,
or between your ship and a foreign shore facility ever been the
major cause of a casualty or near casualty?

Yes ,No

150. Havw, language difficulties aboard your ship ever contributed to
a casualty or near casualty?

Yes ; No

What happened?

151. From your experience, is the ship to ship radio ignored in most
traffic situations? Yes ; No

if yes, why?

152. Are there men on your watch who cannot readily speak and under-
stand English? Yes ; No

153. Have you ever had an exper•:. nce where communica ions between
bridge and Tnngine rooxq resulted in a close call or casualty?

yea No

What haph>ened?
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154. Was the poor c munications due to hostility between the
bridge and enS~ne officers?

Yeo ______; No _

155. Under what circumstances do you use the ship to ship communi-
cations channel? __ _

156. • 4hen to ship to ship communications most useful? (rank order)

In dealing with harbor z'xoss traffic

At blind channel intersections

in fog and lowered visibility

In establishing passing agreements in channels

In meeting situations under bridges

In docking and close in maneuvering

Other (cpecify)

157. What difficulties have you had with ship to ship communications?
(rank nrder)

Range too short

Too much chatter, fishing vessels and harbor craft

Unreliable equipment

1quires too much attention, distracting

Unable to understand language of foreign ships

Other (specify)

15B. When are ship to ship raeio chain-els busiest (rank Order)

Yn daylight, low visibility situations

ht night

In bad weather at any time of day

In cvýd fishing weather

other (specify)

k.
'i i I
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159. Have you ever experienced a casualty or near casualty because a
piece of shipboard equipment failed, apay:t from any human error?

Yes No

I-that happened?

What specifically failed?

Why do you think it fa3 led?

160. Was the equipment "seaworthy"' when the voyage started?
Yes _ No

161. Had the equipment been recently repaired by a shore facility?
Yes _ No

162. What kind of company made the repair?

The original manufacturer

A specialist firm for that type of equipment

The shipyard

Unknown

Other (specify)

163. Did the equipment require additional service aboard ship after
the shore gang got done? Yes _ No

164. flow well was the crew aboard ship prepared to handle the
maintenance work?

165. What are the two most annoying problems with shipboard equipment

repair? (check two)

Spare parts take too long to get

Difficulty getting correct part

Crew lacks knowledge

Limited budget

Wrong tools

Other (specify)
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166. Have you ever had a dangerous incidett t-hat invoived the cargo?

Yen '

167. How was the cargo involved: (check one)

cargo ,.hored, blocked, or secured incorrectly

cargo stowage had a -ers.a effect on the stability and
handling of the ship

Deck cargo blocked the view of i- •.atch

Fire broke out in t!e cargo

Other (specify)

168. Why di4 the above occur?

The shore gang is not held responsible

Did not know what the cargo was
3hip overloaded with deck cargo

Mate or Captain did not check stability calculations

Other (specify)

169. Have you ever experienced a casualty or near casualty whenSloading or unloading dangerous or flammable cargo?

Yes ; No

Mhat happened?

170. Have you ever experienced a casualty or near casualty when

cleaning flmmable cargo tanks or holds?

Yes ; No

What happened?

171. Have you ever experienced severe c-'o damage because the cargo
was improperly secured?

i.es No

... .. .
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4 lf. Have you ever experienced a casualty or near casualty shAere
the design of the ship was a major causal factor?

iire$ No
Wha happened?

173. On occasion, seamen tend to fall back on traditional or fixed
patterns of bekavior when in a tricky situation. Some týf these
are *Never turn left", "When in danger of collision, always turn
toward the oncoming ship'c stern" etc. Have you ever experienced
a situation where reliance -m the4e rules of thumb was a causal
factor in a casualty )r ncar cbsu. .ty?

What happened?•.!

174. From the list below, select the two most conon reasons for man

having operating problems on your ship. (check two)

Failed to pass or get information from the relief

Unfamiliar vrith mechanical equipment on board

Unfamiliar with control dials, switches, etc.

Did not report to Captain, Chief, or ist.

Disregarded test results, radar display, etc.

Didn't know what was going on

rther (specify)

175. Have you ever experienced a situation where you asked for help
from one of the men on your ship but were ignored.

Yes ; No

t-hy do yoa think this happened?

I,
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176. What has been your experience, good or bad, with Coast Guard
Material Inspectors?

177. What har been your experience, good or bad, with Coast Guard

178. Do you consider Coast Guard licensing examinations fair and
equitable?

Yen ; No

If yov do not consider them fair, how would you change them?

3.79. What are the qualifications of most o2 the Coast Guard Officers
you have expevi, -ced in your maritime career: (check one)

Highly qualified, complete knowledge of all aspects of
job

A good knowledge of rulex and procedures b . limited
practical experience•,

i.a.ited ",e.rience arnd spotty knowledge of procedures.

U~hua~irx~d to judge actions of maritime persoune7 by
virtue of inexerienca.

180. •ow wouid you i•.'ove the •eiaiionship between the Nerchant
I.ine ani thv -asto GuardP
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191. From yoiir own experience, pick the three most common errors
of bridge personnel from the following list. Rank them 1,
2, 3 in order of frequency.

Comnon Critical

1. Couldn't see oncoming ship on radar
but assumed he could see us.

2. Maintain insufficient speed for
steerage.

3. Excessive speed for conditions

4. Failed to plot targets. __....

5. Turn wheel the wrong way.
(wrong rudder commands)

6. Read chart wrong, lost position. ___

7. Misjudged effects of current
and wind.

B. Could not appreciate iýsomentum of
ship, late response.

9. Didn't give, or ignored sound
signals.

10. Insufficient time to decide,
decided too late.

182. Now go back over the list and pick the three most critical
items, those errors most likely to ramu.t or contr' ute o
a casualty or near casualty.

193. From the 1 below, rank the three most c•.mnn cakases of
human error. (Most common is I ,TWtc..)

Panic Fatigue

Sickness Negligence

Drunkenness Ignorance

Confusion Calculated risk

Inattention Faar

Incompetence Other

Anxiety Overconfidence

NvW no back over the list and circ 'ý.e the saingle item you feel
ir the most important cause of mam,-,ne casualty.
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184. Rank order the following types of marine casualties from
"the most coamon to the leant conwn according to your
experience: (most comwon is #1, next 2, etc.)

- Grounding

Fire and/or explosion

Collision

___Foundering

185. In your entire seagoing career, estimate how many actual
casualties you have witnessed.

186. Now, approximately how many near casualties or near misses have
you witnessed?

187. Based on your experience, what would you say is the correct
ratio between near casualties and real casualties?

5:1 200.l

10:1 400-,1

20:1 1000:1

50:1 Other (specify)

100:1

188. If you ould like to add any material on the causes of marine
casualt,,, not covered in the ý(uaestionnaire, feel free to use
the foliowing space.

. L -•1
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189. Mo 40 the following groups contrii'Ute to, or fail to
oontributc to, safety of marine operiftions? Free-1"free to

maY whbatsr you want irs this section. Here is tLA chance
to get soms gripes off your cheat.

COAST GKARD INSPEC S __ORS

SHORESIDE OPERATIONS P1,RSONNEL_

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR PERSONNL

DECK OFFICERS

MINGNE OFFICERS

UNLICENSED PMSONNEL

.L.
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SHIPS CAPTAINS ,,__ _......

THE DESIGN OF ,ODEPfl SHIPS

PORT AUTHORITIES AND OTHER REGULATORY AGENCIES

OWNERS AND/OR CHARTERERS

HARBOR CRAFT OPERATORS

UNIONS

190. liat actions ehould be taken inmediately to reduce the riaYi
of marine operations?

Ii
I{

S.. . .. ........ .... .... ..
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I 191. What type of research hMolld be wtdortaken by the overnintto reduc marin casualties?

192. Is thara any type of equipment you would like to have on board
to suke your job ommier and/or •afer that you do not have now?

Ulat Is it?

Thank You Very >uch For Your Cooperation

Please IReturn the Questionnair.• inthe llhvelo~p , PravdeA.

Do Not Put Your Nam on tither the
Qusotionnaire or the Envelope

Iel,
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APPENDIX II

MUIODOLOGY FOR RANKING RECOHENDATIONS

Recomendation areas were evaluated by a sub-panel accordiug to five
basic criteria:

Criteria Criteria WeightIng

1. Severity of Error Addressed 2 poinf s

2. Probability of Error Causing Casualty 3 points

3. Economic Impart of Adoption I point

4. Feasibility of Adoption 1 point

5. Likelihood of Eliminating or ControllJin
Error 2 points

Each sub-panel member rated each recoemndation area on t- scale of
one. to ten for each of the five criteria. These rativngs were then multiplied
by the criteria weighting to produce a relative weighting number for each
recommendation arca. The recommendatioi a='eas were then ranked in order.

The calculations are shown in Table 10.
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